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Disclaimer
All pictures and graphics used in this manual are:

•
•
•

Used with permission
Uncopyrighted
Used under US Copyright Fair Use Act

This manual is a not for profit educational manual to help Simm writers bring to life their
Medical characters. TFE receives no profit from this manual. If you feel your work has been
infringed upon please contact us immediately and we will remove the section in question.

NOTE: This guide is not intended as a legitimate real world medical
reference. No medical information presented in this book should be
interpreted as actual medical advice. This is a work of fiction! You
should not attempt to offer any type of first aid or medical
treatment based on anything you read in these pages.
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Introduction

Welcome to 22nd century medicine at its finest. This text will not only be
your course guide while here at the Medical Academy, but it will also
serve you well as a resource to successful role play as a Medical Officer.
This guide will teach the basic diagnostic, surgical, and general
treatment skills necessary to write a successful post as a Star Fleet
physician. It will also teach you what medical equipment and drugs are
available to the 22nd century doctor and how to incorporate them into
your story.
While here at the Star Fleet Medical Academy (SFMA) you will take
classes in medical terminology, anatomy, physiology, pathology, and
pharmacotherapy. You will also study general medicine, surgery and
emergency medical techniques.
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BASIC Science Courses
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Basic Duties 101
Course Overview:
This course will cover the primary duties and responsibilities of the ship’s Medical officer, as
well as the medical department overview and emergency protocols

Lesson 1: Duties and Responsibilities
The primary duty of any medical officer is to provide for the health and wellbeing of his or her
Ship, Crew, and Captain. As a doctor you are responsible for the physical health of the entire
crew, and that means more than patching up injured crew members. Your function is to ensure
that they do not get sick or injured to begin with, to this end you will need to monitor their health
and conditioning with regular checkups. Besides this you are expected to be available to provide
medical advice to any individual who requests it. Remember you are also required to render aid
to anyone in need, regardless of the situation and whether they are crew of your ship or not.
You have jurisdiction over any medically hazardous or medically necessary situations, making
sure that it will not endanger your ship. Because of this directive, it may be necessary for you to
leave the ship in order to provide care. It becomes your responsibility to enter any situation that
may endanger the lives of other crewmembers, be it disease, bio-contamination, or plague.
You are responsible for the biohazard protocols on your ship.
Any medical care that is needed be it a small bruise or abrasion, or full-scale emergency surgery
becomes your responsibility.
The Chief Medical Officer is a department head and a member of the Senior Staff and
responsible for all the crewmembers in her/his department and duty rosters. A starship or facility
has numerous personnel aboard, and thus the Chief Medical Officer cannot be expected to do all
the work required. The Asst. Chief Medical Officer assists the Chief in all areas, such as
administration, and application of medical care. All Doctors in the Medical Department are
known as 'Doctor' regardless of their rank.

Your duty to the Commanding Officer is as follows:
Ensure that the Commanding Officer is at all times physically and mentally capable of
performing his or her duties. (The Chief Medical Officer may relieve the Commanding
Officer of duty. It is recommended that the CMO consult the other senior officers before
doing so and must be able to back this decision up with the results of a physical or mental
examination).
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Note:
It can be helpful to read the crew biographies so you know of their medical history, or
alternatively keep a log or record to determining future treatment.
Ancillary Staff
The Head Nurse oversees all the Nurses currently aboard. He/she ensures they are assigned tasks
and working as required in their area. Additionally the Head Nurse performs the normal duties of
the nurse, assisting the Duty Medical Officer in Sickbay.
Nurses are trained in intermediate medical care, and are capable of dealing with less serious
medical cases. In more serious matters the nurse assist the medical officer in the examination and
administration of medical care, be this injecting required drugs, or simply assuring the injured
party that they will be ok.
Corpsmen are trained in basic and emergency medical care and are capable of dealing with less
serious medical cases. In more serious matters the corpsman will assist the medical officer in the
examination and administration of medical care.
The Nurses and Corpsmen also maintain the medical wards, overseeing the patients and ensuring
they are receiving medications and care as instructed by the Medical Officer.
On most occasions Nurses and Corpsmen are Non-Player Characters and will be played by
‘YOU’ during the sim or in your logs.
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Lesson 2: Medical Department Organization
The Sickbay on a Starship is generally laid out in an open floor plan with several side beds for
the recovery of patients and an imaging chamber. It also houses laboratory equipment and a duty
station.

The sickbay on a Space Station is generally made up of a central care facility, a surgical suite,
and a biohazard containment unit. Also inside are the Medical Staff's offices, and a laboratory.
The actual make up will vary depending on the size and class of the supporting facility.
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Lesson 3: Emergency Medical Operations (EMO)

Beside basic care both the ship and stations Medical department must also be capable of
responding to a wide range of medical emergency situations. These scenarios include
emergencies on other spacecraft, planetary disasters, and bacteriologic and other exobiological
threats, as well as crises involving non-humanoid patients.
One of the key provisions for emergency preparedness is the requirement that at least 40% of
crew and attached personnel be cross-trained for various secondary assignments including
emergency medical, triage, and other disaster response functions. Yellow and Red Alert
protocols call for cross-trained personnel with non-critical primary assignments to be available
for their secondary assignments as necessary.
Emergency medical facilities are designed to significantly increase the patient-load capacity of
the ship's Sickbay. Depending on the severity and patient load, different options are available.
Large numbers of patients can be handled by emergency conversion of one or more non-critical
areas into triage and treatment centers. These emergency care facilities are equipped for full
biohazard protocol, minimizing exposure risk to the ship's personnel.
A typical emergency situation might be a case where a severe explosion has injured 50
crewmembers on a starship. The ship's medical department response might be as follows:
After the determination of the existence of the emergency situation, the Chief Medical Officer
would receive a report from the Bridge. The CMO would consult with the Commanding Officer
as well as the Armory Officer to determine that the accident site is sufficiently safe for the ship's
personnel. Such determination would generally be based on sensor scans of the accident site.
A survey and triage team would then be transported to the accident site. The CMO would
normally lead this team, evaluating the extent of casualties and on-site requirements.
Simultaneously, the medical staff on the ship would be preparing Sickbay and secondary
treatment
areas
for
the
imminent
arrival
of
patients.
At the accident site, the triage team would separate patients into one of four categories:
1. Individuals whose injuries are severe enough to require immediate attention but can be
successfully treated.
2. Individuals whose injuries are not immediately life-threatening and do not require
immediate transport to the ship.
3. Individuals whose injuries are so severe that they are beyond help.
4. Individuals who are deceased.
Individuals in the first category are prioritized for transport to the treatment area. The triage team
does not administer any actual patient care (except for airway management) because to do so
would slow triage processing to an unacceptable rate. The CMO may opt to supplement the on-
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site triage team with an on-site treatment team, although treatment in a controlled environment is
usually preferred.
While on-site triage is underway, conversion of the secondary treatment areas would be
prepared, using medical conversion kits. For major disasters, hospital and emergency patient care
modules can be deployed, providing full-scale surgical and intensive care facilities. If necessary,
these conversions can include complete biohazard protocols.
Once patients are received, treatment teams would include all available medical staff. The
medical staff would be supplemented as needed by additional cross-trained personnel from other
departments.
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Medical Terminology 102
Course Overview:
This course will cover some very basic medical terms to lend credence to your posts. This list is
very limited and should be supplemented with an online medical dictionary.

Lesson 1: Body Position Terminology:
Superior
Inferior
Lateral
Medial
Anterior
Posterior
Supine
Prone

Toward the head
Toward the feet
Toward the edge of the body
Toward the midline of the body
Toward the front
Toward the back
Lying face up
Lying face Down
Superior

Anterior

Supine Position
Lateral

Medial

Lateral

Posterior

Prone Position

Inferior
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Lesson 2: Basic Anatomical Terms:
Brain
Eyes
Ears
Nose
Chest
Spine
Heart
Lungs
Stomach
Kidney
Liver
Phalanges
Carpals
Metacarpals
Metatarsals
Skin
Adeno
Angio
Arterio
Arthro
Myo

Neuro
Optic
Otic
Nasal
Thoracic
Spinal
Cardio
Pulomary
Gastro
Renal
Hepato
Finger or toe bones
Wrist bones
Bones of the hand
bones of the foot
Derm
Gland
Blood Vessel
Artery
Joint
Muscle

Lesson 3: Basic Physiology Terms
Blood Pressure (BP)
Respiration
Heart Rate
Oxygenation
Renal Function
Hepatic Function

The pressure exerted by circulating blood on the walls of blood
vessels. It is one of the principal vital signs. Normal 120/80
The act or process of inhaling and exhaling; breathing. Also called
ventilation. Normal 12 -20/min
The number of heartbeats per unit of time, typically expressed as
beats per minute (BPM). Normal 60 - 100
The concentrations of oxygen within the tissue
Indication of the state of the kidney and its role in renal physiology.
Role of the liver in the metabolism and filtering of potential toxins
from the bloodstream
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Lesson 4: Basic Pathology Terms
Itis
Osis
Fracture
Sprain
Strain
Contusion
Concussion
Twist
Dislocation

Inflammation of
Abnormality of
Any broken bone
Injury to the ligaments of a joint
Injury to muscles or tendons
A crushing injury or bruise
Brain injury that results in any impairment of function for any period of
time
Usually a ligament sprain
Bones of the joint have been forcibly moved apart and don’t return to
their normal alignment

Lesson 5: Basic Pharmacology Terms
Gram (g)
Milligram (mg)
Microgram (mcg)
Milliliter (ml)
Adverse Effect
Synergistic Effect
Lethal Dose
Concentration
Rate
Onset of Action
Duration
Anaphylactic Reaction
Hypersensitivity

Metric system measurement of weight, large dose of drug
1/1000 of a gram and is the most common unit used for drugs
1/1000 of a milligram
Metric system measurement of volume. 1000 milliliters equal 1 liter
Any unexpected or dangerous reaction to a drug also; called Side Effect
When the presence of one drug enhances the effects of the second.
The amount of a drug that would prove fatal to the majority of persons
The amount of drug in a given volume of plasma
Measurement of the amount of drug given over a period of time
The time it takes for the drug to begin working
The amount of time the drug remains in the body
A life-threatening type of allergic reaction
An immune-mediated reaction to a drug. Symptoms range from mild to
severe
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Anatomy and Physiology 103
Course Overview:
This course will cover the basic anatomy and physiology of human and alien races encountered
that have been studied to date. This course should help you define the area of the body and any
associated muscles, bones, and organs that you wish to write about. It will also cover the
similarities and differences between humans and the other known species.

Lesson 1: Human Anatomy and Physiology
Common Muscles both anterior and posterior
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Skeletal B
Bones Anterrior View
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Skeletal B
Bones Posteerior View
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Human Organ
O
Placem
ment Anterioor View

A
and
d Physiologyy are very coomplex and take
t
years too learn. The diagrams used in
Human Anatomy
this lessoon were to sh
how you the anatomical position andd names for the
t commonn muscles, boones
and organns of the Hu
uman body.
I have brroken the phy
ysiology secction into 3 main
m areas, which
w
are resspiration, caardiocirculatoory,
and innerrvation. Don
n’t worry aboout the termss it just meanns how the lungs
l
providde air, the heaart
pumps bllood and thee nerves makke everythingg work. Thesse 3 areas arre the most complex
c
areaas to
write aboout and this little
l
knowleedge can go a long way to
t making yoour posts com
me alive.
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Respiration: How we Breath
Respiration is the movement of oxygen from the outside air to the cells within the body
(inspiration) and the movement of carbon dioxide from the cells to the outside air (expiration).
Respiration is interconnected to the cardiovascular (blood flow) system in order to control the
gas exchange between the cells and blood.
Respiration is highly voluntary compared to cardiovascular activity which is totally involuntary.
The process of breathing is under the control of the breathing centre in the brain, which
integrates inputs (e.g., emotional, chemical and physical stimuli) and controls the lung via motor
nerves arising from the spinal cord.
In humans, quiet breathing occurs by the cyclical contraction of the inspiratory muscles,
particularly the diaphragm. Inhalation is normally an active process, and exhalation is passive.
Think of the lung as a low-pressure air pump.
Inspiration
When the diaphragm (a sheet of muscle extending across the bottom of the rib cage) and the
external intercostal muscles (muscles along the ribcage) contract this causes an increase in the
size of the chest cavity allowing the lungs to expand, increasing the volume of their internal air
passages. In response, the air pressure inside the lungs decreases below that of the air outside the
body and air rushes into the lungs. Basically air moves from regions of high pressure to low
pressure.
Expiration
This is the exact opposite of inspiration and occurs when the diaphragm and external intercostal
muscles relax. The elastic fibers in the lung tissue cause the lungs to return to their original
volume, so the pressure of the air inside the lungs increases above the air pressure outside the
body and air rushes out.
Cardiovascular System: How the Heart Pumps Blood
The heart is a muscular organ that is responsible for pumping blood throughout the body by
repeated, rhythmic contractions.
The heart is enclosed in a double-walled sac called the pericardium that protects the heart, anchors it to
surroundings structures and prevents the heart from overfilling with blood.
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The hearrt is composeed of three laayers:
1. The
T visceral layer
l
or the outermost
o
laayer
2. The
T myocard
dium the midddle layer
3. The
T endocard
dium the inner layer
hambers, tw
wo superior atria
a
and twoo inferior venntricles. The atria are thee
The hearrt has four ch
receivingg chambers and
a the ventrricles are thee dischargingg chambers. The pathwaay of blood is in
one direcction from attria to ventricles and outt the great arrteries.
Let’s now
w look at how
w blood flow
ws through this
t system.

Starting at the inferrior and supperior vena cava
unoxygennated blood enters the right
r
atrium
m and
flows thrrough the tricuspid
t
vallve to the right
ventricle.. Here it is pumped ouut the pulmoonary
valve andd travels thro
ough the pulmonary arteery to
the lungss to pick up oxygen.
o
Once thee blood has picked up oxygen
o
from
m the
lungs it flows
f
back through
t
the pulmonary vein
to the leeft atrium. It
I then travvels throughh the
mitral vaalve to the left ventriicle where it is
pumped through
t
the aortic
a
valve to the aorta..
The aortaa forks and the
t blood is divided betw
ween
major artteries which supply the upper and loower
body. Thhe blood wiill eventuallyy end up att the
inferior and superio
or vena caava causing the
process too start over again.
a
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Innervation: How Nerves Control the Body
Central nervous system (CNS): The nervous system that consists of the brain and spinal cord.
Peripheral nervous system (PNS): connects the central nervous system (CNS) to sensory
organs (such as the eye and ear), other organs of the body, muscles, blood vessels and glands.

Nerves can be categorized into two groups based on where they connect to the central nervous
system:
1.

Spinal nerves innervate much of the body, and connect through the spinal column to the
spinal cord.

2.

Cranial nerves innervate parts of the head, and connect directly to the brainstem.

How a Nerve Works:
A nerve conveys information in the form of electrochemical impulses (known as nerve impulses
or action potentials) carried by the individual neurons that make up the nerve. These impulses are
extremely fast, and travel from one neuron to another by crossing a synapse.
Nerves can be categorized into two groups based on function:
1.

Sensory nerves conduct sensory information from their receptors to the central nervous
system, where the information is then processed.

2.

Motor nerves conduct signals from the central nervous system to muscles.

Blood Pressure 120/80
Heart Rate: 60 - 100 beats per minute
Respiration: 12 – 20 breaths per minute
Note:
This is a basic guide to Human anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source.
All alien races will be compared to Terran Humans and diagrams presented where available.
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Lesson 2: Andorian Anatomy and Physiology

Andorians: The Andorians are a humanoid species from the moon Andoria, home world of the
Andorian Empire
Genetically:
Andorians and Humans share similar genetic code; however given the unique four-sexed
reproductive paradigm of the Andorian species it makes it improbable for them to produce
offspring with Humans.
External Features:
The notable differences between Humans and Andorians are very apparent. Andorians have
blue-skin with white hair and antenna on the crown of their heads. Of note is the Andorian
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subspecies called the Aenar , this subspecies has white skin and, unlike blue Andorians, are blind
and telepathic.
Andorians are the only species known that display characteristic of both mammalian and
insectoid species. Like standard mammalian humanoids, the Andorians are warm-blooded, bear
their young live, have an internal skeleton to which the body's musculature is anchored.
However, they also feature a limited exoskeleton, which lends added strength and protection of
the limbs and torso.
The Andorian retina is composed entirely of intensity sensitive rods and is incapable of
discerning the color spectrum. Color is, however, added to Andorian vision by the dual antennae,
which in addition housing auditory receptors feature a complex matrix of light-sensitive cones.
These cones cover the spectrum of color visible to Terran eyes, as well as limited infrared
wavelengths. Because of the correlation of four independent light receptive organs, Andorian
vision can be correctly described as "quadrosonic" resulting in superior depth perception.
Andorian auditory capacities are also highly developed, allowing Andorians to hear a wider
range of frequencies than is possible for most humanoid species. Because of their
monodirectional antennae, the Andorian-people usually listen with the head down and slightly
tilted. The antennae face forward and cannot rotate, causing Andorians to hear better from the
front and sides than the rear. Each of the two antennae stalks are susceptible to damage and
injury. Any hit will cause intense pain to an Andorian. If one stalk is destroyed, the Andorian can
still "see" but with a significant loss of vision.
Andorians, have a higher metabolic rate and an increased blood flow over their human
counterparts. This physiologic characteristic allows the Andorian resistance to a wide range of
environmental conditions. This is an evolutionary survival feature due to the greater gravity,
thinner air and harsher climate of the Andorian home world. In a climate where the temperature
is below freezing the Andorian feels at home. In a climate near the boiling point of water, an
Andorian could still thrive, despite losing 10% of their body weight in as little as two days.
The Andorian heart is only a 2 chambered organ as compared to the Human 4 chambered one.
The Andorian heart has no atria. The right ventricle pumps the unoxygenated blood while the left
ventricle pumps oxygenated blood to the body. This 2 chambered system has led to the
evolutionary adaptation and development of much larger pulmonary vessels than Humans.
Andorian blood is blue due to the presence of cobalt to facilitate oxygen transport. Humans
utilize iron, giving their blood a reddish color and Vulcans utilize copper, giving their blood a
greenish color
Blood Pressure 150/90
Heart Rate: 110 beats per minute
Respiration: 20 – 28 breaths per minute
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In addition to the common internal organs, such as the heart and lungs that the Andorians share
in common with Humans they have a uniquely developed structure called the mull gland. The
mull glands are two redundant structures located in the upper chest. These are endocrine glands
that perform many of the same functions as the Human thyroid and pancreas.
NOTE:
1. Andorians are extremely vulnerable to infection secondary to phase pulse weapons;
even minor phase injuries can be fatal.
2. The Andorian physiology makes intravenous injection impossible, physicians should
administered medication through intramuscular injection instead.
This is a basic guide to Andorian anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source.
For additional information:
http://memory-alpha.org/en/wiki/Andorian
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Lesson 3:
3 Denobula
an Anatomyy and Physioology
No Anatoomical Charrt Available.

Denobullans: Human
noid species native to thee planet Dennobula.
Geneticaally:
While a humanoid
h
sp
pecies it is noot known whhether they can
c successffully birth a hybrid
h
offsppring
with a huuman mate.
Externall Features:
Denobulaans have pro
ominent bilatteral facial ridges
r
that beegin at the foorehead and terminate att the
cheeks. This
T species also has an enlarged broow ridge undder a high receding hairline and a vertical
crevice inn the center of the foreheead, as well as a ridged chin.
c
They also
a have riddges on their
back, whhich run alon
ng the spine. They have very
v
long tonngues, and must
m use tonggue scraperss for
proper orral hygiene. Their toenaiils are dark brown
b
with yellow
y
stripees and must be trimmed once
a week due
d to their raapid growth. One final note;
n
most Denobulan
D
males will havve a line of hair
h
from theiir throat to th
he middle off the chest.
They alsoo have an un
nusually widde smile and the unique ability
a
to enllarge their faaces. This is an
instinctuaal defense mechanism
m
thhey employ when
w
threateened.
The speccies possessees an exceptiional immunne system and is able to ward
w
off infeection from both
b
organic and
a non-orgaanic pathogeens
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Blood Pressure 90/60
Heart Rate: 160 beats per minute
Respiration: 12 – 20 breaths per minute
Denobulans normally require very little sleep, but must hibernate for between 5 - 6 days each
year; however, for some 2 days may be sufficient. If prematurely awakened the Denobulan will
appear extremely disoriented and confused, and will have difficulty maintaining normal motor
skills and cognitive function.
Denobulans have highly-efficient natural climbing abilities and are capable of scaling vertical
rock faces at a rapid speed with no equipment.
The females can release a very potent pheromone when they are romantically interested or
aroused during their mating season. This chemical is very potent and may drive the male to
violence during the mating season
NOTE:
1. Even though they are a social people Denobulans do not like to be touched..

2. Denobulans consider it a waste of time to talk during meals
This is a basic guide to Denobulan anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source.
For additional information:
http://memory-alpha.org/en/wiki/Denobulan
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Lesson 4: Klingon Anatomy and Physiology

Klingons: Humanoid species originating from the planet Qo'noS
Genetically:
Similar to Humans
External Features:
While externally somewhat similar to Humans, Klingons are of slightly larger size and mass to
humans. Their skin tone ranges from a swarthy olive to brown coloration. Their hair is usually
braided or worn loose and is black or dark brown in color. The most distinctive feature of the
Klingon is the forehead ridges which are typically unique to each individual, although family
members may share similar ridge features. Klingons also have a second layer of bone over the
nasal cavities, giving them a series of "ridges" along the nose.
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Evolution
Due to the increased gravity of Qo’noS, Klingons have strength nearly equal to that of Vulcans. However,
because of the tinted atmosphere and warmer environment their visual acuity is slightly less than that of
humans and their body temperature is slightly lower.

Skeletal System:
The Klingon is unique in that their bone structure incorporates both an internal skeleton as well
as epidermal bony plates. Klingon bone is much denser than that of humans, making it extremely
difficult to break. Many joints such as the knuckles and knees, are reinforced with a second
boney layer. Posteriorly the Klingon has several overlapping epidermal plates comprised of thick
bone, which protect the spine and prevent crippling injury.
Internal Organs:
The Klingon body incorporates multiple redundancies for nearly all vital bodily functions. This
characteristic, known as "brak'lul", gives Klingons enormous resiliency. They literally have a
backup for every major organ and many minor ones as well. Klingons have a third lung and their
heart possesses eight chambers. The liver is duplicated as well as the kidneys. Klingons have no
tear ducts, and their blood is a lavender-colored fluid.
The brain possesses an extra synapse for every one used, and many nerve clusters are heavily
reinforced as well, which likely accounts for their high pain tolerance. There is even a small,
auxiliary brain at the base of their spinal column, protected by the pelvic girdle.
The Klingon stomach and digestive tracts are heavily lined with muscle and their stomach acids
are nearly twice as powerful as their Human counterparts allowing then to digest foods that a
Human could not. However, it may be more powerful, but it is not as efficient so Klingons
cannot absorb nutrients as easily as humans can. This has resulted in the typical Klingon diet
consisting of many live foods.
Blood Pressure 160/100
Heart Rate: 200 beats per minute
Respiration: 16 – 24 breaths per minute
NOTE:
1. The Klingon body produces hormones at a nearly constant rate, and
pheromones are used to signal various emotions at all times. They have three
adrenal glands (compared to a human's two) and become nearly unstoppable during
adrenaline production.

This is a basic guide to Klingon anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source.
For additional information: http://memory-alpha.org/en/wiki/Klingons
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Lesson 5: Orion Anatomy and Physiology
No Anatomical Chart Available.

Orions: Humanoid species originating from the planet Orion
Genetically:
Remarkably similar to Humans
External Features:
Orions are known for their distinctive skin tones. These range from pale or ruddy yellows to
emerald and dark olive greens. The males are typically bald and are taller and more muscular
than the average Human male. Orion females are very animalistic and are known for their
extreme carnal appetites and innate skill of seduction.
Evolution:
The Orions evolved under a blue-white sun and their green-tinted skin helps keep them relatively
immune from the effects of ultraviolet radiation. The gravitational forces in their system have
made them physically stronger and faster than Humans
While Orions closely resemble Humans physiologically they share similar copper-based blood
chemistry with the Vulcans.
Blood Pressure 120/80
Heart Rate: 60 - 100 beats per minute
Respiration: 12 – 20 breaths per minute
NOTE:
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1. Orion females produce a highly potent pheromone, which accelerate the

metabolism of males from many species. These pheromones can raise
adrenaline production to dangerous levels. It is theorized that these
pheromone acts as a defense mechanism against competition.
2. These same pheromones have a negative effect on Human females (severe
headaches), and Denobulan males (sleep cycles interruption).
3. Both Vulcan male and females are immune to effects of the pheromones.

This is a basic guide to Orion anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source.
For additional information:
http://memory-alpha.org/en/wiki/Orions
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Lesson 6: Tellarite Anatomy and Physiology

Tellarite: Porcine species native to the planet Tellar Prime
Genetically:
While a humanoid species it is not known whether they can successfully birth a hybrid offspring
with a human mate.
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External Features:
Tellarites facial features are somewhat pig-like. They have black pupils set in deep eye sockets
and large snouts. Their skin is pinkish-brown and coarse, and normally heavily covered with
hair. Their hands and feet are hoof like in appearance.
The Tellarite leg is notable due to the femur missing its third trochanter and the fibula being
vestigial. Their digestive system is similar to that of Earth herbivores (plant eaters) and as such
they have two stomachs, which utilize bacteria to break down food before entering their single
intestine.
Tellarite sense of smell and hearing are superior to that of their Human counterparts; however,
their eyesight is subpar. Virtually all Tellarites are ambidextrous.
Tellarites fine room temperature on a Starship to be cold indicating that they have a higher body
temperature and metabolism.
Blood Pressure 150/90
Heart Rate: 120 beats per minute
Respiration: 16 – 24 breaths per minute
NOTE:
1. Even though they are herbivores, canine is a delicacy on Tellar Prime
2. They are intensely aggressive, boisterous, and argumentative for no reason

other than the pleasure of a good argument

This is a basic guide to Tellarite anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source.
For additional information:
http://memory-alpha.org/en/wiki/Tellarite
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Lesson 7: Vulcan Anatomy and Physiology

Vulcans: One of the major races populating Explored Space.
Genetically:
Vulcans and Humans are similar enough that they can produce offspring without any problems
External Features:
Vulcans are generally similar to Humans. The first notable differences are the arched eyebrows
and pointed ears. There is great diversity in the Vulcan race just as in humans. Vulcans will fall
into 3 main categories. The first are those Vulcans who have straight, glossy black hair and
Caucasian skin with a slight greenish undertone. However, there are also Vulcans that have
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brown skin and tightly coiled black hair, as well as those who have features that are similar to
those found in Humans of East Asian descent.
Evolution:
Following Darwin's theory, in order to survive such an inhospitable hot and arid environment,
the Vulcans have developed specialized organs over millennia of time. The higher gravity gives
Vulcans a greater physical strength and the thin atmosphere allows for greater endurance
compared with most humanoids.
Due to the intense radiation, dry weather and dusty surface Vulcans have developed a second
eyelid as protection. This second eyelid or nictating membrane filters out dangerous substances
keeping them from scratching the cornea and obscuring vision. Vulcan eyes can observe lower
frequencies of light such as the infrared spectrum. The pointed ears help intensify sound in the
dry, thin air. This naturally gives them a better sense of hearing when on a normal Class-M
planetary environment.
The Vulcan nose is highly efficient at filtering the dust and debris from the air and delivering
oxygen to the lung; however their olfactory sense is extremely compromised as a result. One
exception to this is the female Vulcans, they seem to have developed a heightened sense of
smell.
The Vulcan lungs are larger and their alveoli 75% more elastic. This allows for a more efficient
exchange of gases. Due to this anatomical variance their heart is located to the right and much
lower than their human counterparts. Its position is roughly akin to where the human liver would
be located.
Vulcan blood is green due to the presence of copper to facilitate oxygen transport. Humans
utilize iron, giving their blood a reddish color
Blood Pressure 80/20
Heart Rate: 232 beats per minute
Respiration: 8 – 16 breaths per minute
When a Vulcan is injured they go into a deep trace to centralize their body resources to heal the
injury as quickly as possible. In order to bring a Vulcan out this trance he/she needs physical
pain to focus the senses on. This may necessitate striking your patient repeatedly to help them
break through this coma like state.
Note:
This is a basic guide to Vulcan anatomy and physiology and should not be considered the
definitive source. Vulcan psychic abilities are not covered in this guide as there is still not much
known about them, other than Pa'nar Syndrome, which can be transferred through a mind meld.
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I'll close this lesson with a small reminder to always give a Vulcan their personal space, and only
touch them if you share intimacy or it is required.
For additional information:
http://members.shaw.ca/starfleet-thefirstera/Races/Vulcan.htm, or
http://www.members.shaw.ca/selek/VULCAN_PHYSIOLOGY.htm
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Lesson 8: Anatomy and Physiology of Remaining Races Where Contact Was Made
Source: Memory Alpha

RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Akaali (pre-industrial civilization)
Antarans

Not Studied
Similar to Denobulan

Not Studied
Similar to Denobulan

Arkonian

Reptilian humanoid species

Axanar

An androgynous humanoid
species.

Arkonians do not appear to have
sweat glands, and their bodies'
hydration system is not based on
water. Instead they drink a brown
liquid that they call "tarratt-aash".
Their saliva has healing properties, as
it can quickly repair skin abrasions.
Their cellular structure is not capable
of handling rapid temperature
changes.
The Axanar have green blood. Their
body produces triglobulin from its
zymuth gland. This substance has
medical and aphrodisiac properties,
and is used by a number of different
species for those purposes.

B'Saari

Unknown

Benzite

Benzites are characterized by
smooth, hairless, blue skin. A
thick protrusion of the skull
extends down over the face,
displaying a prominent nasal
lobe and brow. Two facial
tendrils droop down from above
the upper lip. Benzites have two
opposable thumbs on each
hand.

Species, native to the planet B'Saari
II. Note: B'Saari had a technique for
reviving the dead not unlike the
procedure done in the film
Frankenstein, although the revived
weren't capable of more than basic
neural and metabolic functions.
Bezites are unable to breathe a
standard oxygen/nitrogen
atmosphere.
Benzites are known to develop from
a series of large geostructures; those
from the same geostructure naturally
look identical. Benzites within these
geostructures have the inherent
ability to distinguish each other,
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Betazoid

Physically indistinguishable
from Humans in every aspect
but one: the irises of their eyes
are completely black.

Boslic

The Boslics had at least two
distinct morphologies to their
appearance. One type of Boslic
has a smooth forehead and brow
that brims slightly over the
eyes, and meeting from both
sides, together at the top of the
nose.

Betazoids reach rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep at a different frequency
from other humanoids. In mid-life,
Betazoid females undergo a
physiological change known as "The
Phase" during which their sex drive
increases by a factor of four or more.
Mature Betazoids can also suffer
from Zanthi fever, that causes them
to lose control over the projective
aspect of their empathy.
Similar to Humans

The second morphology type
was characterized by ridged
foreheads, wrinkled noses, and
creased cheek bones.
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Bynar

The Bynars are a race of
humanoids native to the planet
Bynaus in the Beta Magellan
system. The Bynars are shorter
in height than most humanoids
and have lilac skin and enlarged
skulls.

Coridanites

Humanoid species from planet
Coridan

Their most definitive characteristic is
that they are interconnected with a
master computer on Bynaus. When a
Bynar is born, a surgeon removes the
child's parietal lobe and replaces it
with a synaptic processor.
Bynars always work and live in pairs.
Because they are so interconnected
with the master computer, the
Bynars' language and thought
patterns have become as close to
binary code as is possible; however,
they can speak English, When they
speak to each other, they use a highfrequency sound that is unintelligible
to Humans. Every Bynar is equipped
with a buffer to manage his/her rate
of information transfer.
Similar to Human

Enolian

Humanoid species from the
planet from Keto-Enol.
Distinctive feature is bilateral
skin folds on the outer aspect of
the orbit and cheeks

Similar to Humans

Eska

Eska are humanoid with a large
bony ridge that begins at the
nose and runs up the forehead.
They have somewhat thicker
brows then Humans

Similar to Humans
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Hupyrian

Humanoid species that have
tight creased skin with a
continuously frowning
expression. The males are quite
tall

Similar to Humans

Ikaaran

Humanoid species from the
Delta Expanse. They have a
large bony ridge that begins at
the center of the nose and runs
up the forehead.

Similar to Humans

Illyrian

Humanoid species from the
Delta Expanse. Their most
distinctive feature are forehead
ridges

Unknown

Ithenite

Humanoid species of small
stature with copper-colored skin

Similar to Humans
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Kantare

Humanoid species from the
planet Kantare. They have
scale-like violet colored
markings on the sides of their
head from the hairline to the
temples, and at the base of the
skull.

Similar to Humans

Kovaalan

Species from the Delta
Expanse. Unknown
Humanoid species from the
planet Kreetassa They have
heavily-ridged faces with a row
of purple-tinged rectangular
scutes along the midline of the
forehead (nose to hairline),
covering one-third of its width.
They wear their hair long and in
braids and dress in long, brown,
embellished gowns.

Unknown

Humanoid species who inhabit
the planet Krios Prime. They
possess a smattering of spots
along the side of their face, that
lead to their back, and come to
a point about halfway down
their spine.

Kriosians are also known for their
somewhat randomly born empathic
metamorphs. While male
metamorphs are somewhat common,
female metamorphs only appears
once every seven generations and are
highly sought after as mates.

Kreetassan

Kriosian

Unknown
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Lorillian

Humanoid species with bilateral
nasal ridges that run up to the
center of the forehead

This species can only breathe methyl
oxide before the age of four. At that
time, the mother must wean her child
off methyl oxide and onto oxygen.

Lyssarrian

Humanoid species

Malurian

The Malurians are a scaly, grayskinned species from the
Malurian system.

On the Lyssarrian homeworld, there
is a creature called a Lyssarrian
desert larvae. When it is injected with
genetic material from another
species, it creates a mimetic simbiot,
or a clone. The Lyssarrian Prime
Conclave has deemed doing this
illegal.
A rogue group who call themselves
the Velandran Circle have been
experimenting with an enzyme which
would slow the aging process of such
a genetic clone. It is still
experimental.
Unknown

Mazarite

Humanoid species native to the
planet Mazar. They are
distinguished by two folded
skin flaps on the sides of their
faces that run from their
eyebrows and surround their
ears and under their temples.
Mazarites also have dark hair
with streaks of white swept
back from the temples, along
the sides. And at least in men, it
is usually worn pulled back into
a ponytail.

Unknown
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Menk

Humanoid one of two native
species to the planet Valakis.
They are characterized by thick
brows and ridged cheek bones.

Immunity to homeworld disorder
which afflicts the second species see
Valakians

Nausicaan

Humanoid species native to the
planet Nausicaa. They are tall in
stature surpassing two meters in
height Their faces are
commonly ashen in color and
are distinguished by a
prominent bone structure with
sharp tusks protruding at either
side of their mouths. Some
Nausicaans also have a line of
four small horns that run
vertically down the forehead.

Nausicaans have great physical
strength and their adrenal gland gives
off a fragrance not unlike the scent of
some female Humans' sweat after
performing exercise.

Nuvian

Humanoid species with
distinctive forehead ridges and
twelve fingers on each hand.

Unknown

Octran

Unknown

Organian

Non-Corporeal

Octrans are a sentient species. Their
fertility contests resemble Human
basketball games, except that the
players are nude.
Unknown
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Anatomy

Physiology

Osaarian

Humanoid species with ridged
brows, deep set eyes, wide
flattened noses and
hypergranulated skin on one
side of the face running from
jaw line to temple

Unknown

Paraagan

Humanoid species very similar
to Humans
Humanoid species whose
appearance is characterized by
forehead ridges and a midline
nasal outgrowth.

Similar to Humans (matriarchal
society)
Unknown

Humanoid species that inhabit
the planet Remus. Said to be tall
with mottled grey skin, large
ears and bony ridges on the
skull

A nocturnal race, the Remans shun
light, and are characterized by their
eyesight in the dark, and the
possession of telepathic abilities.
Note: As neither Reman or
Romulan have been seen by
Earthmen this all is speculative

Peliar Zel natives

Reman
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Anatomy

Physiology

Retellian

Humanoid species. They have tan-Caucasian
skin, and style their short hair into several
small ponytails in the back of their head. Their
facial structure has several ridged sections, and
their chin comes to a decreased point. Their
nostrils are minutely extended outward on the
top of their lips.

They have a more protective
skull than Humans

Rigelian

Humanoid species who inhabit the planet
Rigel V

Rigelians’ share a similar
internal physiology with
Vulcans. These similarities
include blood chemistries and
neurology, as they too are
susceptible to the neurological
disease known as Tuvan
Syndrome.
Rigelians are also believed to
have four or five genders

Risian

Humanoid race from the planet Risa. They are
extremely close in appearance to Humans, but
have a small mark on their forehead.

Unknown (although they are
very similar in appearance to
Humans they have a different
internal biology)

Romulan

Humanoid species from the planet Romulus

Unknown (Cannon states no
earthman ever saw a Romulan
until TOS)
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RACE

Anatomy

Physiology

Skagaran

Humanoid species nearly identical to Humans
with the exception of distinguishing red
protrusions above each eyebrow, on their
throat, and in front of each ear.

They have red blood, like many
humanoid species, and their
body has a higher tolerance to
alcohol than a Human body.
They are similar enough to
Humans to produce children
with them.

Suliban

Humanoid species that is hairless and has pale
yellow skin covered with small bumps.

Identical to Humans except this
species places great emphasis on
genetic modifications. Common
modifications l included the
addition of two bronchial tubes,
altering the alveoli clusters to
process multiple atmospheres,
and the installation of
subcutaneous pigment sacs.

Tandaran

Humanoid species that originated on Tandar
Prime. Identical to humans except for a small
nasal /brow ridge.

Identical to Humans

Tarkalean

Humanoid species native to the planet
Tarkalea. Their facial structure has several
ridged sections, and their chin has bilateral
skin folds..

Similar to Humans
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Tessic's species

Humanoid species very similar in appearance
to humans except for a center forehead crease.

Similar to Humans

Tiburonian

Humanoid species, native to the planet
Tiburon. The males seem to be bald and have
unusually shaped ears. The Female have
greenish skin, streaked dark hair and huge
eyebrows. Some males do not have eyebrows
and have a small ridgeline across their
forehead.

Similar to Humans though their
blood chemistry is similar to
that of the Vulcans.

Torothan

Humanoid species very similar in appearance
to humans. Distinguishing feature is a series of
stained skin creases on the chin and jaw line.

Lower body temperature than
humans due to do the dessert
like conditions of the planet

Triannon

Humanoid species from the planet Triannon.
They have a large bony ridge that begins at the
nose and runs up the forehead.

Similar to Humans

U'tani

Serpent species

Unknown
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V'radian

Humanoid species from the Delphic Expanse.
They have a large brow ridge

Unknown

Valakian

Humanoid, one of two native species to the
planet Valakis. This species has a slight
bilateral bony ridge that runs from the cheek
bone almost to the temple.

Suffer from a genetic Immunity
disorder which does not afflict
the second species see Menk

Vissian

Humanoid species native to the planet Vissia.
They are distinguishable by crescent-shaped,
segmented ridges circling the eye at the
temple.

Vissians have three genders:
Male, female, and cogenitor.
The third gender, cogenitors,
make up only 3% of the
population and are treated as
inferior, existing only for
facilitating reproduction
between males and females.

Xindi

An alliance of 5 species who evolved on the
same planet, known as Xindus.
* Xindi-Avians (extinct)
* Xindi-Aquatics
* Xindi-Arboreals
* Xindi-Insectoids
* Xindi-Primates
* Xindi-Reptilians
All the Xindi species shared distinctive ridges
on their cheekbones and foreheads.

The different Xindi species are
extremely similar in their
functionally-important DNA,
sharing over 99.5% despite the
apparent physical differences
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Xindi – Aquatics

The Aquatic females are larger and have
rougher skin than the males who are more slim
and have smoother skin. Females have a more
humanoid-looking face, whereas male faces
are rounder. Aquatics have three fingers on
each forelimb, ending in short fingernail-like
claws, with webbing in-between for easier
swimming. Their skin is a greenish shade and
has blotches of olive. They have tails for
maneuverability and their hind limbs are fins.

They have slit-like irises in their
eyes and are capable of seeing
far better, underwater, than
humanoids.

Xindi – Arboreals

Arboreals are covered with hair, have long
sharp fingernails, dark eyes, and a ridge
running from their noses to the back of their
heads.

It is believed that this species
probably evolved from some
sort of arboreal primate.
Arboreals are afraid of the water
and are considered to be
lethargic by the other Xindi
species. They are also extremely
calm, even when taken hostage

Xindi – Insectoids

Insect-like in appearance.

They are genderless and
reproduce asexually.
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Xindi – Primates

Resemble Humans. They have distinctive
ridges on their cheek bones, no eyebrows, and
larger foreheads. Primates have distinct light
and dark skinned racial differences.

Most intellectual species of
Xindi

Xindi – Reptilians

They have yellow to brown-colored scales
with multiple spikes coming out of their heads.
They have yellow eyes with slitted vertical
pupils, and are cold blooded. Like other Xindi,
however, they have characteristic ridges on
their cheek bones.

They are easily the most
aggressive of the species.
Reptilian soldiers are surgically
implanted with a "suicide gland"
that unleashes a neurotoxin
when they are captured. The
Reptilians also use thermal
chambers on board their ships
due to their cold-blood
metabolisms.

Xyrillian

Humanoid species whose skin resembles
reptilian in appearance and texture.

Xyrillians metabolism is not
based on water or breathing an
oxygen-based atmosphere. In
fact, their high-pressure
atmosphere is hallucinogenic to
most species, and as a result
most other humanoids need to
be weaned onto and off their
atmosphere to avoid undesired
effects. When traveling, they
grow vegetation on the walls of
their ships.
Xyrillian males usually carry
infants to term in a pouch on the
upper chest. Impregnation can
occur with only minor physical
contact. Humans and Xyrillians
are genetically compatible.
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Yridian

Yridians are humanoids who are usually bald;
however some may have black or brown curly
hair. They have wrinkled skin and large
rodent-like pointy ears but small eyes and
noses. All Yridians have an indented ridge
running across the full length of their heads
and extending down their nose. Most Yridians
have no thumbs, and possessed only four
fingers on each hand.

Unknown
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Pharmacology 104
NOTE: This section is not intended as a legitimate real world medical reference. Drug
information presented in this section is for writing purposes only. It has no medical value
or purpose other than weaving it into your posts. This is a work of fiction! You should not
attempt to offer any type of first aid or medical treatment based on anything you read in
these pages.
Course Overview:
This course will cover the various pharmaceutical agents you have at your disposal to treat
various illnesses and confusion. The medications will be listed according to their individual drug
class.

Lesson 1: Pain Killers

Drug Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Analgesics (Painkillers)

Acetaminophen

Effective for the temporary
relief of minor aches and pains
(not an anti-inflammatory)

Analgesics (Painkillers)

Acinolyathin

Muscle relaxant used for
muscle spasms.

Analgesics (Painkillers)

Ibuprofen

An analgesic used where there
is an inflammatory component.

Analgesics (Painkillers)

Morphanalone

Non-addictive morphine analog
used for severe pain and trauma

Analgesics (Painkillers)

Rexlin

This drug can be used as a
tranquilizer, a painkiller and a
sedative. All is depending on
the dose administered.

Regular Strength (325 mg)
2 tablets every four to six
hours as needed, not to
exceed 12 tablets in 24
hours.
Extra Strength (500 mg) 2
tablets every four to six
hours as needed, not to
exceed 8 tablets in 24 hours
5 mg –10mg three times
daily. Should not exceed 2-3
weeks of therapy
200mg – 800mg, average
dose is ~400mg. The
maximum amount of
ibuprofen for adults is 800
milligrams per dose or 3200
mg per day (4 maximum
doses)
Tablets: 15-30 mg every 4
hours; as needed.
Hypospray: 10-20 mg per
70 kg of body weight every
4 hours; as needed.
Tranquilizer: 0.25mg-0.5mg
Painkiller: 0.5mg-1mg
Sedative: 1mg-2.5mg via IV
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Lesson 2: Antibiotics

Drug Class Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

A member of the penicillin class
that has a broad spectrum of
activity.
The most frequently prescribed
class of antibiotics. They are
structurally and
pharmacologically related to the
penicillins.
A general purpose broad
spectrum antibiotic.

Tablet: 250mg -500 mg,
every 8 hours for 7-10 days

A powerful general-purpose
broad spectrum antibiotic.
Broad spectrum antibiotic.

1.5-1.7 mg/kg/dose via IV
every 8 hours for 3-5 days
15-30mg injection once a
day for 5 days
Tablet: 250mg -500 mg,
every 8 hours for 7-10 days
Hypospray: 100-150 mg/kg/
per day in divided doses
every 6 hours (maximum: 24 grams/day) .
15-30mg injection once a
day for 5 days
Bowl of Chicken soup

Antibiotic

Amoxicillin

Antibiotic

Cephalosporin

Antibiotic

Corophizine

Antibiotic

Genericillin

Antibiotic

Medicillan

Antibiotic

Penicillin

Good first line antibiotic;
however, many bacteria are
resistant to it and many
individuals are allergic to it.

Antibiotic

Phentetalin

Broad spectrum antibiotic.

Antibiotic

Tryptophan-Lysine
distillates (Found in
Chicken Soup)

Antibiotic

Vancomycin

Good as comfort food for a cold
or flu. Helps bolster the immune
system. (It is not a replacement
for antibiotics)
Vancomycin an antibiotic of
"last resort", used only after
treatment with other antibiotics
have failed,

Tablet 250 mg to 1000 mg,
every 6 hours for 7-10 days

30mg injection once a day
for 5 days

2 grams a day divided either
as 500 mg every 6 hours or
1 g every 12 hours. Each
dose should be administered
at no more than 10 mg/min
or over a period of at least
60 minutes. Maximum of 15
days therapy.
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Lesson 3: Anesthetics / Sedatives:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Anesthetic

Anesthezine

This is an inhalant that can be
used as a general anesthetic, but
is more often used by Security as
an intruder control measure.
Better anesthetics exist for
surgical purposes, but it may be
used in emergency cases.

Anesthetic

Hexaflurane

Inhaled agent for induction and
maintenance of general
anesthesia.

Surgical Procedure:
Induction of anesthesia
3.0 - 5.0% concentration
with oxygen for 7-10 min.
Maintenance of anesthesia
1.5 to 1.8% concentration in
oxygen.
Intruder Alert:
10% concentration in 1 min
release.
Induction of anesthesia
2.0 - 4.0% concentration
with oxygen for 7-10 min.
Maintenance of anesthesia
0.5 to 1.5% concentration in
oxygen.

Sedatives

Kayolane

This drug causes immediate
unconsciousness and the patient
will remain asleep for 1-6 hours.

Hypospray: 50mg

Sedatives

Kayolene

Hypospray: 250mg

Sedatives

Melorazine

Sedatives

Morphazine

Sedatives

Rexlin

Medical drug used as a sedative.
(DO NOT confuse with
Kayolane, Kayolene is much
more powerful)
This drug causes immediate
unconsciousness. The patient
will remain asleep for 3-8 hours.
Puts patients into deep,
dreamless sleep for 3-18 hours.
This drug can be used at higher
doses as a sedative.

Hypospray: 100mg

Hypospray: 25mg
Sedative: 1mg-2.5mg via IV
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Lesson 4: Stimulants:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Stimulant

Cordrazine

In very low doses Cordrazine
is a powerful and addictive
stimulant known to revive a
stunned or unconscious patient.
Overdose Treatment: Kayolene
can be administered to sedate
the patient, till the overdose
diffuses out of the bodies
system naturally (6 hrs).
Overdose can be diagnosed
from episodes of delusional
paranoia. The drug is addictive.
A common stimulant with few
side effects, used to stimulate
the nervous system of the
patient. It is mildly addictive.
Powerful injectable stimulant.
Increase alertness without
addiction. They have minimal
effect on sleep structure, and
do not cause rebound
hypersomnolence

Hypospray: 1mg for
unconscious patient

Stimulant

Delactovine

Stimulant
Stimulant

Masiform D
Phenotropil

Dosage

Hypospray: 5mg for cardio
stimulation
25mg is a lethal dose

Hypospray: 100 - 200mg
depending on patients body
weight
Hypospray: 2.5 - 5mg
Tablets: 100mg once a day

Lesson 5: Burn treatment:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Thermal Burn
Treatment
Radiation Poisoning
Treatment
Radiation Burn
Treatment

Dermaline gel

Gel used for the treatment of
first and second degree burns
Drug used to counter the
effects of radiation poisoning.
Compound used to treat
radiation burns and sickness.

Apply liberally to burn area
every 6 hours
Hypospray:0.5mg /kg of body
weight
Hypospray:5mg /kg of body
weight initial dose.
Tablets: 1mg/kg of body
weight daily for up to 2
weeks

Hyronalin
Kelotane
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Lesson 6: Cardiac / Resuscitative Drugs:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Cardiac

Atropine

0.5 to 1 mg IV push every
three to five minutes, up to a
maximum dose of 0.04mg/kg.

Cardiac

Chloromydride

Cardiac

Cordrazine

Cardiac

Epinephrine

Cardiac

Inaprovaline

Cardiac

Metrazine

Cardiac

Vasolumin

Used in the treatment of
bradycardia (an extremely low
heart rate), asystole and
pulseless cardiac arrest.
A cardio-stimulatory drug
used where Inaprovaline is
ineffective or may cause
allergic reactions. It is usually
used in concert with cardiac
and neural stimulators for
additional benefits.
Chemical stimulant useful for
emergency medical treatment.
It is primarily used to
stimulate the heart during
cardiac arrest
Drug to treat cardiac arrest
and diminished or absent
cardiac output.
A cardio stimulatory drug that
can also be used to stabilize a
weak but living patient's
condition.
Cardiac antiarrythmic
medication.
Increases blood flow to the
heart [Experimental]

Resuscitant

Leporazine

Resuscitant

Morathial

A general resuscitative used
only in extreme cases because
of its strength
Group of resuscitative drugs
used to resuscitate an
unconscious patient

Hypospray: 15mg

Hypospray: 5mg for cardio
stimulation

Hypospray: 1mg dose should
be given at least every three
minutes during the arrest.
Hypospray: 25mg

Hypospray: 80mg
The dose depends on the
patient's blood loss. The
initial dose is 10 to 20 mg
infused slowly. Maximum
dose of 50 mg/kg of body
weight per day.

Hypospray: 1-5mg

Hypospray: 10-20mg
dependent on body weight.
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Lesson 7: Respiratory Drugs:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Respiratory

Dexalin

Medication used to treat
oxygen deprivation.

Hypospray: 4 grams

Respiratory

Tri-Ox Compound

This drug helps to provide
oxygen to blood in thin
atmospheres, or in cases of
oxygen starvation.

Hypospray: 15 ml

Lesson 8: Neurological Drugs:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Neurologic

Chlorazine

Hypospray: 25-50mg

Neurologic

Galaxtamine

Neurologic

Intropinamine

Used to treat psychotic
patients
Used to stimulate
acetylcholine to reduce
premature death of neurons
Used to treat neurogenic
shock

Neurologic

Trianoline

Memory Agents

Crediline

Memory Agents

Memory-Beta

Memory Agents

Memory Blockers

Used on patients with
concussive injuries.
This drug makes the user
more likely to believe
anything that they are told. Its
use has been superseded by
more effective memory
blockers.
This drug stimulates the user's
memory. It allows the user to
attempt to remember
something that has been
forgotten
These are used to permanently
block specific memories in a
patient. This is useful if a
patient has seen something
unpleasant, or has been
exposed to information that
they shouldn’t have.

Hypospray: 8-24mg once
daily
0.5-10 microgram/min given
by intravenous infusion titrate
according to patient response
Hypospray: 250mg
Hypospray: 10mg

Hypospray: 50mg

Hypospray: 250mg
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Lesson 9: Osmotic / Nutritionals Drugs:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Dehydration

Neodextraline solution

l V rate of administration is
20 to 30 ml/kg body
weight/hour

Synthetic Nutrients

Polynurient solution

Vitamin Complex

Stokaline

Liquid medication
administered intravenously for
the treatment of severe
dehydration.
Restorative formula given to
patients suffering from
malnutrition.
An injectible multiple vitamin
compound.

Male:
30 ml/kg per day
Female: 23 ml/kg per day
Hypospray: 15 – 20 ml a day
for 10 -14 days

Lesson 10: Other Drugs:

Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Anti-Anaphylactic

Epinephrine

Antihistamine

Chlorpheniramine

Hypospray: 0.3 to 0.5 mg
(1:1000) repeated every 15 to
20 minutes if there is no
clinical improvement.
Tablets: 12 mg over 12 hours

Antihistamine

Diphenhydramine

Antihistamine

Meclinazine

Anti-Poison

Neurovine

Anti-Vertigo

Vertrazine

Anti-Viral

Strobolin

Decongestant

Phenylpropanolamine

Works against all the effects
of all the dangerous
substances released in
anaphylaxis.
Used to reduce the natural
chemical histamine in the
body. Histamine can produce
symptoms of sneezing,
itching, watery eyes, and
runny nose.
Used for the relief of nasal
and non-nasal symptoms of
various allergic conditions
such as seasonal allergic
rhinitis. May be used for mild
symptoms of anaphylaxis
Fourth-generation
antihistamine of the
piperazine class. It has a 12hour duration of action. It is
less anticholinergic than many
other antihistamines and other
agents used for their antiemetic and anti-pruritic
effects.
This drug is an antidote for
nerve poison.
Combats vertigo. Only one
dose is needed in a 24-hour
period. It has no side effects.
Only known cure for the
Choriocytosis virus
Unblocks and opens nasal
passages

Tablets: 25–50 mg every 4-6
hours

Tablets: 25–50 mg every 4-6
hours as needed

Hypospray: 2-4 mg
Tablets: 25–50mg once a day

Hypospray: 10 mg once a day
for 5 days
Tablets: 75 mg orally every
12 hours.
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Drug
Class

Drug
Name

Drug Action

Dosage

Simulated Death

Neural paralyzer

Medication that can cause a
cessation of heartbeat and
breathing in a humanoid
patient, creating the
appearance of death.

Hypospray: 10mg

Lesson 11: Non-Standard Treatments:

Therapy Area

Creature

Action

Cauterization

Osmotic Eel

Anti-Toxin

Regulan Blood worms

Alien life form that will cauterize a
wound.
Creatures are very useful for
filtering toxins from humanoids.
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Medical Equipment 105
Course Overview:
This course will cover the various medical devices you have at your disposal to treat various
illnesses and confusion. This list should not be considered definitive.

Lesson 1: Device List

Name

Description

Artificial Heart

An artificial heart, also known as a cardiac implant, is a device able to completely replace a
heart in case of a major injury. Artificial hearts are more susceptible to weapon blasts than the
human heart.

Autosuture

A medical instrument used for wound closures.

Biofunction
Monitor
Biofunction
Scanner

A small display located at the head of sickbay beds. It gives continually updated information
on patient vital signs, such as pulse, respiration, temperature, and brain activity.
A small handheld display device (Field use) that gives continually updated information on
patient vital signs, such as pulse, respiration, temperature, and brain activity.

Cardio Stimulator A medical device used to restart a stopped heart.
Cortical
Stimulator

A Resuscitative device.

Decompression
Chamber

A Medical treatment facility aboard starships for patients requiring treatment for exposure to
atmospheric pressures other than Class-M normal.

Exoscalpel

A Surgical instrument used by Starfleet medical personnel to incise the skin and expose
underlying tissue.

Fluid/Plasma
Infusion Unit

Medical equipment used aboard Federation medical facilities to dispense whole blood, plasma,
fluid and electrolytes.

Hypospray

Medical instrument used by Starfleet medical personnel for subcutaneous and intramuscular
administration of medication for many humanoid patients. The hypospray uses an extremely
fine, high-pressure aero-suspension delivery system, eliminating the need for a needle to
physically penetrate the skin.

Laser Scalpel

The laser scalpel is a specialized medical instrument used for creating incisions in various
tissues. It uses a finely-tuned laser beam to make cuts. This device was available in different
wavelengths for varied cutting strength and depth.

Medical Scanner

A device utilized by Starfleet medical personnel. The medical scanner was a small, portable
unit designed to diagnose by means of auditory emissions. With this device, a trained
physician could diagnose an illness by scanning the patient and interpreting the sounds it
produced to diagnose (experimental)

Neural Implant

A piece of medical technology surgically implanted into the brain. A neural implant translated
delta-compressed wavelength patterns into brainwave patterns that could be understood by the
host.

Neural Stimulator

Medical instrument used to increase neural activity in the central nervous system of a
humanoid brain.
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Name

Description

Osteostimulater

Medical device used in stimulating osteocyte production (bone cells).
Note: Fractures will still need to be set. This device is to lessen the time a patient remains in a
cast, or immobilization device.

Physiostimulator

Medical instrument used to elevate metabolic functions in an impaired individual.

Pulmonary
Scanner

Medical device used for analysis of the respiratory system.

Pulmonary
Support Unit

Emergency cardiopulmonary support unit in use aboard Federation medical facilities.

Steri-Field

A radiation field, standard on Starfleet operating tables, which keeps the surgical site
completely sterile. The surgeon's hands and medical instruments are automatically sterilized
each time they enter and exit the field. The field must be activated manually

Stethoscope

A medical instrument for listening to the sounds generated inside the body (for example the
lung, heart, bowel)

Vascular Adhesive Medical equipment used to heal injured arteries.
Vaso-Stimulator

Medical device used in stimulating blood vessels.
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Clinical Courses
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Diagnostic Markers 201
Course Overview:
This course will cover various diagnostic markers you can use to assess your patient. This list
should not be considered definitive.
Lesson 1: Vital Signs and Body Signs
Pulse
The pulse is actually a pressure wave traveling along arteries caused by the contraction of the
heart. The most common place to palpate the pulse is at the base of the thumb where the radial
artery becomes rather superficial, or 2 cm's to the left of the neck (carotid artery). A strong easily
felt pulse reflects a full blood volume. A rapid weak pulse can be the result of shock from loss of
blood (on the initial state of shock); a rapid bounding pulse is present in fright or hypertension.
A resting heart rate well above average is known as tachycardia. Extreme tachycardia (over
150 beats per minute) can signal serious cardiac problems. Conversely a pulse well below
average (fewer than 60 beats per minute) is known as bradycardia. The absence of a pulse means
the artery is possibly blocked or injured, or that the heart has stopped functioning (cardiac
arrest), or that death has occurred. The pulse should be taken immediately then periodically
during emergency treatment.
Taking a pulse: Using 2 fingers press them to the artery you want to feel the pulse (carotid, for
example). time 15 seconds, counting how many pulses you felt during that time. Multiply it for 4
and that's the pulse rate of the patient. I.e.: I felt 22 pulses in 15 seconds on my patient. Then I
multiply it for 4...My patient has 88 pulsations per minute. Normal Pulse rate is:

Adults
Infants

60 - 100 bpm
100 - 120 bpm

Respiration
Normal breathing is easy and without pain, the rate can vary usually between 16-20/min, but some welltrained athletes may only breathe 8-10/min. Check it initially and note any changes. Rapid shallow
respiration is seen in shock (on the initial state of it). Deep, gasping, labored breathing may indicate
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possible airway obstruction or pulmonary disease (such as rib fx, pneumo/hemotorax, etc). Watch the
movements of the chest both sides of the chest should move together, without any difference.

Blood Pressure (BP)
The pressures of the circulating blood against the walls of the arteries. In the normal person the
arterial system is a closed system attached to a pump completely filled with blood, changes in
pressure indicate changes in volume of the blood, in the capacity of the vessels, or in the ability
of the heart to pump. Systolic pressure is the level during contraction of the heart; diastolic
pressure is the level during relaxation of the heart. Normal Human BP is 120/80 mmHg.

Temperature
Normal body temp is 98.6° F or 37°C; the skin is largely responsible for regulation of this temp by
radiation of heat from skin blood vessels and evaporation of water as sweat. Changes in temp occur as a
result of illness or injury. A cool, clammy (damp) skin is indicative of a general response of the
sympathetic nervous system to body insult, i.e., blood loss or heat exhaustion. Exposure to cold will
produce a cool dry skin. A dry hot skin may be caused by fever or by exposure to excessive heat, as in
heatstroke. Of course, various bacterial infections will also cause an increase in core body temp. Temp is
usually taken sublingual for 3 min in a closed mouth, or in the axilla (armpit) for 10 min, it is not as
reliable as oral temp. Naturally it can also be taken rectally or just check the readout on your biobed
monitors.

Skin Color
Skin color primarily depends on the presence of circulating blood in the subcutaneous vessels. In
deeply pigmented people, skin color depends primarily on the pigment, then look to the
fingernail beds, in the sclera (whites) of the eye, or under the tongue. The colors of medical
importance are RED, WHITE, YELLOW and BLUE. A red color may be present in
hypertension and certain stages of Carbon monoxide poisoning (CO), and heatstroke. A pale,
white, ashen or grayish skin is indicative of insufficient circulation as seen in shock, acute heart
attack, or fright. A bluish color, CYANOSIS, results from poor oxygenation of the circulating
blood. Cyanosis is caused by respiratory insufficiency due to airway obstruction or inadequate
lung function. It is usually first seen in the fingertips or around the mouth. Cyanosis always
indicates a severe lack of Oxygen and it demands rapid correction of the underlying cause.
Chronic illnesses may also produce color changes such as the yellow color, JAUNDICE, in liver
disease.
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Pupils
The pupils when normal are regular in outline, and usually the same size. Always remember to watch out
for glass eyes and contact lenses. Changes in size of one or both pupils are important signs in emergency
medical care. This can show us different neural/brain failures that our patient is having. A way of
remembering the normal state of pupils is this small rule: "PERRL" (Pupils Equal Round Reactive to
Light). Constricted pupils are often seen in drug addicts or patients with Central Nervous System disease.
Dilated pupils indicate, for example, a relaxed or unconscious state; dilation usually occurs rapidly,
within 30 seconds of cardiac arrest. Failure of the pupils to constrict when a light is shines into the eye
occurs in disease, poisoning, drug overdose, and injury. In DEATH the pupils are widely dilated and fail
to respond to light.

State of Consciousness
Consciousness is defined as the state of being aware of physical events or mental concepts.
Conscious patients are awake and responsive to their surroundings. So the level of consciousness
can be described as the patients degree of arousal and awareness.
Normally, a person is alert and oriented to time and place. They are responsive to vocal or
physical stimuli. Any change from that state can be indicative of an injury or illness. This may
vary from mild confusion as in alcohol intoxication or to deep coma as in a head injury,
poisoning or shock. Progressive development of coma needs immediate attention.
Another scale to remember is "AVPU" (Alert, Verbal Stimuli, Pain stimuli, Unconsciousness).
The AVPU scale is a quick and easy method to assess your patients level of consciousness. It is
ideal in the initial rapid assessment:
AVPU is incorporated
Alert
Verbal Stimuli
Pain Stimuli
Unconscious

Yes /No
Responds to verbal commands Yes/No
Responds to pain (usually a deep sternal rub
with your knuckles) Yes/ Slow /None
Yes / No
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Ability to move
The inability of a conscious patient to voluntarily move is paralysis. Paralysis of one side of the
body is called hemiplegia, it may occur as a result of bleeding within the brain or stroke. Some
drugs if used over a long term can also cause paralysis. The inability to move after an accident
indicates injury to the spinal cord unless proved otherwise. Inability to move the legs while the
arms remain normal indicates cord trauma below the neck.

Reaction to pain
Reaction by vocal or body movement to painful stimuli is a normal function. Loss of movement
after trauma may be followed by numbness. Occasionally movement is intact yet there is a
tingling in an extremity; this must be recognized as a possible spinal cord injury.
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History and Physical Exam 202
Course Overview:
Taking a good History and conducting a thorough Physical Exam are the cornerstones of medical
diagnosis. The H&P will lead to the correct diagnosis 90% of the time.
Lesson 1: Taking A Patient History
Patient Name:
Date:
Data Source: Patient, Department Head, Witness
Chief Complaint:
What specifically has brought the patient in to see you?
History of Present Illness:
Your goal is to find out how exactly symptoms began, in what setting they arose, and how
symptoms have evolved since initial onset.
Past Medical History:
What chronic illnesses does the patient have, if any? Has the patient experienced this type of
issue in the past?
Surgical History
Past surgeries provides information about what medical problems resulting in surgery the patient
has had in the past and potential problems that might be in the patient’s future.
Allergy:
Is the patient allergic to any medications?
Alcohol use:
Tobacco use:
Current Medications:
Family History:
What about the patient’s genetic make-up puts them at risk for particular disorders?
Social History:
This includes education level, occupation and occupational exposure, travel history
Females:
Period regularity, frequency, duration, bleeding between periods, last menstrual period, # pregnancies,
#deliveries, #abortions, pregnancy complications, contraception, menopause age, symptoms, post
menopausal bleeding
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Review of Systems:
This is an extensive laundry list of yes/no questions about every organ you can imagine. This is a
great way to make sure you aren’t missing something.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HEENT (Head, Eyes, Ears, Nose, Throat):
Headache, fainting, blackouts, dizziness, earache ringing in ears, blurred vision, double
vision, difficulty breathing through nose, nose bleed, sore throat, pain in mouth teeth or
gums, difficulty swallowing.
Respiratory:
Pain when taking a deep breath, cough, sputum (color, quantity, blood)
Cardiovascular:
Chest pain, palpitations
Gastrointestinal:
Diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, appetite, constipated
Genitourinary:
Difficulty urinating, urgency, hesitancy, pain on urinating, blood in urine
Musculoskeletal:
Joint swelling, joint pain, stiffness, cramps, weakness, functional limitations, range of
motion issue.
Neurological:
Seizures, paralysis, numbness, tingling, confusion, memory loss, difficulty walking,
tremors, coordination issues
Psychiatric:
Anxiety, depression, tension, tearfulness, hallucinations, suicide attempts
Sleep:
Insomnia, non-restorative sleep, snoring
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Lesson 2: Conducting A Physical Exam
The Physical Examination provides more information that helps in making the diagnosis. It
involves:
1. Vitals: How fast is the person breathing? What is their heart rate? What is their blood
pressure?
2. Examine various body parts. In general your approach is to
• Inspect: Describe what it looks like. Is it normal? If not what makes the
appearance abnormal?
• Percussion: This involves tapping on the body to determine if an area is hollow or
solid. This is usually applied to the chest and abdomen. You are looking for things
that deviate from normal.
• Auscultation: This involves using your stethescope to listen to the heart, lungs,
and bowel
• Palpation: using hands to examine the patient allows you to localize regions of
pain, feel organs for size and texture, feel pulses, feel temperature etc.
Vital Signs:
• Blood Pressure
• Pulse
• Respirations
• Temperature
General:
• Patient’s general appearance
Skin:
• Appearance, Texture, and Temperature (Rashes, scars, etc…)
HEENT (Head, Eyes, Ears, Nose, and Throat):
List specific normal or pathological findings when relevant to the patient’s complaint
•

Head/Scalp: bruising, tenderness, hair loss

•

Eyes: vision, redness, tearing,

•

Ears: hearing, discharge

•

Nose: discharge, bleeding

•

Throat (includes the mouth and neck): teeth intact, bleeding gums, red throat, lumps, stiffness,

bulging jugular veins
Chest:
• Breast lumps, nipple discharge, rashes, moles, chest rises and falls symmetrically
• Lungs (clear or wheezy, etc…)
• Heart (heart sounds normal, murmurs) high BP,
GI:
Flat or distended, bowel sounds present, organs within normal size (liver), rectal bleeding
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Genital Male: discharge, sores, hernias, testicular pain on examination, testicular masses
Gynecological: vaginal discharge, pelvic pain on examination, masses

Extremities:
• Joint swelling, obvious fractures, weakness during strength test, functional limitations, range of
motion issues, good pulses, temperature
Neurological:
•

Mental status, sensation, pain response, gait straight and steady
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Laboratory Results 203
Course Overview:
In this course you will review the various lab tests at your disposal when to use them and what
abnormal results mean.
Conducting Lab Tests
Your ships sickbay is equipped with a laboratory to perform both basic and some advance
laboratory test. This lesson will cover some of the basic tests that will help you in the diagnosis
of your patient.
Lesson 1: The Complete Blood Count (CBC)
The CBC is one of the most common blood tests in medicine. It is actually a collection
of blood component counts that provides important diagnostic information. Most humanoid
blood can be divided into two categories of components: plasma, and formed elements. Plasma is
the liquid portion of the blood in which the formed elements are carried and is about 90% water,
about 8% proteins, and 2% salts and acids.
90 to 99% of humanoid blood formed elements are blood cell and the vertebrate organism's
principal means of delivering oxygen to the body tissues via blood flow. The color varies due to
the mineral on which the blood cell is based. For instance, human hemoglobin is based on iron,
iron oxide is red, and so the blood has a general reddish appearance (erythrocyte, Greekerythros for "red" and cyte translated as "cell"). Similarly, copper-based blood (as in Vulcans)
has a general greenish appearance (Chlorocyte, Greek-Chloros for "green" and cyte translated as
"cell"). A third type is cobalt-based blood (as in Andorians) it has a general bluish appearance
(Cyanosocyte, Greek-Kyanos or Cyanos for "blue" and cyte translated as "cell"). The shape of
these cells may also vary a bit by species as well (see illustration).

Hematocrit
The first measure in the CBC is the hematocrit. This is a count of the packed cell volume; it is
the proportion of blood volume that is occupied by colored blood cells (red, green, blue). It is
normally about 48% for men and 38% for women. Several factors including species, gender, and
age can all affect the hematocrit count,
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When a patient loses a lot of blood, the hematocrit will initially stay the same—since it is a
percentage of whole blood, and whole blood is being lost. However, the body makes replacement
plasma quicker than replacement blood cells, which eventually leads to a drop in hematocrit. As
IV fluids are introduced, the hematocrit falls even lower faster because the blood is diluted.
Chronically low hematocrit, a drop of more than 10% below normal, is called anemia. The body
usually adjusts to the condition when it comes on gradually, but when it is caused by
hemorrhaging the body is unable to adapt quickly enough and serious problems ensue.
Hemoglobin
Another marker for blood loss is the hemoglobin level. Hemoglobin is a protein in red, green,
and blue blood cells that carries oxygen (Humans iron, Vulcans copper, Andorians cobalt). The
measure of it indicates how well the blood is doing its job of transporting oxygen to the body.
Normal for a human:
•
•

Male: 13.8 to 17.2 gm/dL
Female: 12.1 to 15.1 gm/dL

Below 10 gm/dL becomes a source of concern.
Note: gm/dL = grams per deciliter

WBC Count
The CBC also calculates the count of infection-fighting white cells. An elevated
WBC count is usually a marker for infection.
The white blood cell count varies between laboratories but is usually between 4,300 and 10,800
cells per cubic millimeter of blood.

Platelets
Low platelet levels indicate a patient will have difficulty in clotting, and controlling
their bleeding will be problematic. There are artificial clotting agents that can be
used, but real platelets are a better substitute when available for transfusion.
Type and Cross-Match
Although it hasn’t always been part of the CBC, today a CBC automatically includes
a type and cross-match. This procedure takes a lab around 30 minutes. Species usually have at
least a couple colored blood cell types based on antigens in the blood. They may also have a
Rhesus (RH) factor as well.
Transfusing the wrong blood type or RH factor can lead to fatal reactions, so it is vital that if real
blood is transfused, it matches the type of the patient exactly.
Blood Types and RH factors for various species:
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Species

Type

RH Factors

Andorian
Denobulan
Human
Klingon
Vulcan

Et, Ef, Eq, J, N
F, G, FG, L
A, B, AB, O
K
S, T

None
+, +, ++, +, -, - +, -
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Lesson 2: The Metabolic Panel (MP)
This panel of tests gives you important information about the current status of your patient’s
kidneys, liver, electrolyte and acid/base balance as well as of their blood sugar and blood
proteins. Abnormal results, and especially combinations of abnormal results, can indicate a
problem that needs to be addressed.
This panel is ordered by specific blood bases as in “MP, Cobalt” or “MP, Copper” since different
blood bases have slightly different chemistries.
The chemistry levels checked in the “MP, Iron” are:

Test
Sodium
Potassium
Chloride
Bicarbonate
BUN
Creatinine
Albumin
Total Protein

Glucose
Calcium

Normal Range
136 to 144 mEq/L
3.5 to 5.0 mEq/L
98-107 mmol/L
22-32 mmol/L
7 to 20 mg/dL
Male: 0.7-1.3 mg/dL
Female: 0.6-1.1 mg/dL
3.5-4.8 gm/dL
6.0-8.0 gm/dL
65-110 mg/dL
8.4 - 10.2 mg/dL

Electrolytes: Sodium, Potassium, CO2 (carbon dioxide, bicarbonate), and Chloride
Except for calcium and phosphorus which are reported as milligrams per deciliter, electrolytes
are reported in micromols per liter. The amount of nearly all these will decline whenever you
become dehydrated. The concentrations of sodium and potassium are tightly regulated by the
body as is the balance between the four molecules. Electrolyte (and acid-base) imbalances can be
present with a wide variety of acute and chronic illnesses.
Kidney Tests: BUN (blood urea nitrogen) and Creatinine
BUN and creatinine are waste products filtered out of the blood by the kidneys. Increased
concentrations in the blood may indicate a temporary or chronic decrease in kidney function. The
most common cause of an elevated BUN is poor kidney function, although a serum creatinine
level is a somewhat more specific measure of renal function.
•

Elevated BUN (>60 mg/dL) generally indicates a moderate-to-severe degree of renal
failure. Impaired renal excretion of urea may be due to temporary conditions such as
dehydration or shock, or may be due to either acute or chronic disease of the kidneys
themselves.

•

Low BUN usually has little significance, but its causes include liver problems,
malnutrition, or excessive alcohol consumption.

•

Elevated Blood Creatinine levels is observed only with marked damage to functioning
nephrons.
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Protein: Albumin and Total Protein
Albumin is a small protein produced in the liver and is the major protein in serum. Total protein
measures albumin as well as all other proteins in serum. Both increases and decreases in these
test results can be significant.
Low Blood Albumin can be caused by:
• Liver disease; cirrhosis of the liver is most common
• Excess excretion by the kidneys
• Burns
• Acute disease states
Elevated Blood Albumin is a sign of severe or chronic dehydration.
Low Total Protein usually reflects low albumin concentration
• Liver disease or acute infection.
High Total Protein
• Hodgkin's lymphoma or leukaemia.
Other: Glucose and Calcium
Both increased and decreased levels can be significant.
Glucose
Possible Pathologies associated with changes in blood glucose levels
Persistent
Hyperglycemia
Diabetes Mellitus
Adrenal cortical
hyperactivity Cushing's
Syndrome
Hyperthyroidism

Transient
Hyperglycemia
Pheochromocytoma
Severe Liver Disease

Transient
Hypoglycemia
Acute Alcohol Ingestion
Drugs: salicylates,
antituberculosis agents

Acute stress reaction

Persistent
Hypoglycemia
Insulinoma
Adrenal cortical
insufficiency Addison's
Disease
Hypopituitarism

Acromegaly

Shock

Galactosemia

Obesity

Convulsions

Ectopic Insulin
production from tumors

Several Glycogen storage
diseases
Hereditary fructose
intolerance

Severe Liver disease

Low blood Glucose a condition called hypoglycemia develops. Symptoms may include lethargy,
impaired mental functioning, irritability, shaking, weakness in arm and leg muscles, sweating
and loss of consciousness. Brain damage is even possible.
High blood Glucose a condition called hyperglycemia develops. Symptoms may include
lethargy, increased urination, increased thirst, weight loss, changes in vision, moodiness,
decreased ability to concentrate, muscle cramps, and numbness or tingling of the hands or feet.
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Calcium
All cells need calcium in order to work. Calcium helps build strong bones and teeth. It is also
important for heart function, muscle contraction, nerve signaling, and blood clotting.
Possible Pathologies associated with changes in blood calcium levels
High Calcium
Addison's disease
Excessive vitamin D level
Excessive calcium intake
HIV/AIDS
Hyperparathyroidism

Metastatic bone tumor
Multiple myeloma
Overactive thyroid gland
(hyperthyroidism)
Paget's disease
Prolonged
immobilization
Sarcoidosis (disease in
which swelling and
inflammation occurs in
the lymph nodes, lungs,
liver, eyes, skin, or other
tissues.
Tumors producing a
parathyroid hormone-like
substance
Use of certain
medications

Low Calcium
Hypoparathyroidism
Kidney failure
Liver disease (decreased
albumin production)
Low serum magnesium
Malabsorption
(inadequate absorption of
nutrients from the
intestinal tract)
Osteomalacia (softening
of the bones)
Pancreatitis
Rickets and vitamin D
deficiency
Hypoparathyroidism
Kidney failure
Liver disease (decreased
albumin production)
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Lesson 3: The Liver Function Test

Enzyme
Test

Description Normal
Range

Alanine Amino Transferase
(ALT, also called SGPT)

This enzyme is present in
hepatocytes (liver cells). When a
cell is damaged, it leaks this
enzyme into the blood. ALT rises
dramatically in acute liver damage,
such as viral hepatitis or
acetaminophen overdose
Another enzyme associated with
liver cells. It is raised in acute liver
damage, but is also present in red
blood cells, as well as cardiac and
skeletal muscle. It is therefore not
specific to the liver. The ratio of
AST to ALT is sometimes useful
in differentiating between causes
of liver damage.

Aspartate Amino Transferase
(AST, also called SGOT)

5 to 40 IU/L

10 to 40 IU/L

Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP)

enzyme in the cells lining the
biliary ducts of the liver. ALP
levels in plasma will rise with
large bile duct obstruction, or
infiltrative diseases of the liver.

30 to 120 IU/L

Total Bilirubin

Bilirubin is a breakdown product
of heme (a part of haemoglobin in
red blood cells). The liver is
responsible for clearing the blood
of bilirubin.
Prehepatic: Increased bilirubin
production. This can be due to a
number of causes, including
hemolytic anemias and internal
hemorrhage.
Hepatic: Problems with the liver,
which are reflected as deficiencies
in bilirubin metabolism (e.g.
cirrhosis and viral hepatitis.)
Posthepatic: Obstruction of the
bile ducts, reflected as deficiencies
in bilirubin excretion.
Although reasonably specific to
the liver (GGT) may be elevated
with even minor, sub-clinical
levels of liver dysfunction. It can
also be helpful in identifying the
cause of an isolated elevation in
ALP. GGT is raised in alcohol
toxicity (acute and chronic).

0.1 ‐ 1.2 mg/dL

Gamma Glutamyl
Transpeptidase (GGT)

0 to 51 IU/L
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Lesson 4: The Arterial Blood Gases (ABG)
ABG measures the pH level of the blood and also PO2 (partial pressure of oxygen.), PCO2
(carbon dioxide in the blood).and HCO3(Bicarbonate level that keeps the pH of blood from
becoming too acidic or too basic).
The test is used to determine if the patient is in an acidotic or alkaline state. It also tells if this
state originates from a respiratory or metabolic problem.
PO2
Measures amount of oxygen dissolved in arterial blood. This reflects the effectiveness of the
lungs in pulling oxygen into the blood stream from the atmosphere.
Possible Pathologies associated with changes in PO2 levels
Elevated PO2 Levels
Increased oxygen levels in the inhaled air
Polycythemia (a blood disorder in which the bone
marrow makes too many red blood cells, so t here is an
increase in the proportion of blood volume that is
occupied by red blood cells)

Decreased PO2 Levels
Decreased oxygen levels in the inhaled air
Anemia

Heart decompensation
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Restrictive pulmonary disease

PCO2
Measure the amount of carbon dioxide gas dissolved in the arterial blood. This reflects the
exchange of gas through the lungs to the outside air. Two factors have a significant impact on the
pCO2. The first is how rapidly and deeply the individual is breathing. The second is the lungs
capacity for freely exchanging CO2 across the alveolar membrane:
Possible Pathologies associated with changes in PCO2 levels
Elevated PCO2 Levels
Pulmonary edema (fluid accumulation in the lungs,
which leads to shortness of breath.)
Obstructive lung disease

Decreased PCO2 Levels
Hyperventilation
Hypoxia
Anxiety
Pregnancy
Pulmonary Embolism (a blockage of the main artery of
the lung or one of its branches by a substance that has
travelled from elsewhere in the body through the
bloodstream. Symptoms include difficulty breathing,
chest pain on inspiration, and palpitations. Clinical signs
include low blood oxygen saturation and cyanosis, rapid
breathing, and a rapid heart rate.)
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HCO3
Measurement of all the CO2 in the blood, much of this is in the form of bicarbonate (HCO3),
controlled by the kidney. For this reason, changes in CO2 content generally reflect metabolic
issues such as renal function and unusual fluid losses (diarrhea). Respiratory disease can
ultimately effect CO2 content, but only slightly and only then if prolonged.
Possible Pathologies associated with changes in PCO2 levels
Elevated CO2 Levels
Severe vomiting
Use of mercurial diuretics (cause water loss by reducing
the reabsorption of sodium)
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

Decreased CO2 Levels
Renal failure or dysfunction
Severe diarrhea
Starvation
Diabetic Acidosis
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Lesson 5: The Urinalysis (UA)
The Urinalysis can be used as a screening and/or diagnostic tool because it can help detect
substances or cellular material in the urine associated with different metabolic and kidney
disorders. It can be used to reveal diseases that might have gone unnoticed because they do not
produce striking signs or symptoms. Examples include diabetes mellitus, various forms of kidney
dysfunction, urinary tract infections, and drug use.
Urinalysis:
Specific gravity - normally 1.002 to 1.028. This test detects ion concentration of the urine.
Knowing the specific gravity is important because the number indicates whether you are
hydrated or dehydrated. If the specific gravity of your urine is under 1.007, you are hydrated. If
your urine is above 1.010, you are dehydrated.
pH - normally 4.8 to 7.5.
Ketone bodies - normally absent. When there is carbohydrate deprivation, such as starvation or
high protein diets, the body relies increasingly on the metabolism of fats for energy. This pattern
is also seen in people with the disease diabetes mellitus. When the production of ketone bodies
exceeds the ability of the body to metabolize these compounds they accumulate in the blood and
some end up in the urine (ketonuria).
Proteins - normally absent. The detection of proteins in urine may indicate kidney infections or
it may be caused by other diseases that have secondarily affected the kidneys such as diabetes
mellitus, jaundice, or hyperthyroidism.
Glucose - normally absent. Greater than normal levels of glucose may be a sign of:
• Diabetes mellitus
• Glucose release from the kidneys into the urine
hCG - normally absent. This hormone appears in the urine of pregnant women.
Hematuria (presence of abnormal numbers of red blood cells in urine) - normally absent. Blood
in the urine may be associated with kidney stones, infections, tumors and other conditions. Red
cells may also contaminate the urine from the vagina in menstruating women or from trauma
produced by bladder catherization.
Pyuria (presence of abnormal numbers of white blood cells and pus) - associated with infections
of the upper or lower urinary tract. They may also appear from the vagina, especially in the
presence of vaginal and cervical infections, or the external urethral meatus in men and women
contaminating the urine (poor collection).
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General Medicine 204
Course Overview:
This course will cover the general illnesses and conditions you might encounter. It will also give
you recommended treatments. The illnesses and conditions will be broken down into smaller
categories.
Lesson 1: Systemic Diseases/Conditions

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Acute Cellular Breakdown

Medical condition caused by dehydration.
Arkonians are particularly susceptible to this
because of their endocrine system, which is
extremely sensitive to temperature changes.

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rehydrate with D5W mixed with
electrolytes. Keep patient in
temperate environment

Anchilles Fever

A deadly disease capable of spreading rapidly and
causing widespread and painful deaths.

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Broad spectrum antibiotic and may
use acetaminophen or ibuprofen to
reduce fever and help with pain

Hesperan Thumping Cough A flu-like affliction

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rest, and fluids.
If cough is productive analyze
sputum -if positive for bacterium
give antibiotic. and may use
acetaminophen or ibuprofen to
reduce fever and help with aches
and pain

Kamaraazite Flu

Viral infection much nastier than the Human
common cold.

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rest, and fluids.
May use acetaminophen or
ibuprofen to reduce fever and help
with aches and pain

Klingon Augment Virus

Method was created that stabilized
the process in the early stages –
In 2154, Klingon scientists working under the
after the cranial ridges dissolved
direction of Antaak recovered some augment DNA
and some minor neural re-ordering
from a destroyed Bird of Prey that had earlier been
had occurred (which caused
hijacked by Human augments.
personality changes), but before the
The augments created developed enhanced strength
fatal neural pathway breakdown.
and intelligence, but they also began to show
Because afflicted Klingons' DNA
Human characteristics, from the blatant to the
had been altered by the virus, these
subtle. These included personality alterations and
traits would be passed onto their
loss of the characteristic forehead ridges.
descendants.
Ultimately, the subjects died agonizing deaths when
the incompatible DNA resulted in neural system
breakdown.
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Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Levodian Flu

Disease apparently common in Coalition member
planets. It usually runs for a maximum of 29 hours,
with the only signs being similar to the traditional
Earth flu.

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rest, and fluids.
May use acetaminophen or
ibuprofen to reduce fever and help
with aches and pain

Loque'eque Virus

Mutagenic virus which transforms the DNA of
other species into that of the Loque'eque. Aliens
who are infected with the virus experience
hallucinations and an extremely powerful urge to
seek the Loque'eque's home city, Urquat.

Vulcan K cells neutralize the
pathogen which initially caused the
virus.

Microvirus

A genetically engineered virus designed to kill only Must isolate DNA sequence it is
people with a specific DNA sequence
programmed for then inject patient
with programmed antivirus

Nehret

Fatal transmittable disease that lays dormant for
years until suddenly afflicting mature Klingons at
any time.

Initial symptoms may be treated
with broad spectrum antibiotics;
however the latter stages of the
disease are incurable at this time

Potentially fatal infection of the body, as a result of
being shot with a phased energy weapon. Phase
pulse infections are particularly dangerous to
Andorians.

This infection is secondary to a
pulse burn (either by phaser or
disrupter) Treatment will depend on
severity of infection. Start with
broad spectrum antibiotic. May
need to move to stronger one if
infection is wide spread.

Phase Pulse Infection

Pneumonia

Pneumonia is an infection of the lungs. It can be
caused by many different organisms including
bacteria, viruses, and fungi.
Pneumonia can range from mild to severe, and can
be deadly. The severity depends on the type of
organism causing pneumonia, as well as patient age
and underlying health.

If the cause is bacterial, try to treat
the infection with antibiotics. If the
cause is viral, typical antibiotics
will NOT be effective. However,
your may use antiviral medication.

The main symptoms of pneumonia are:
•
•
•
•
•
Rigelian Fever

Cough with greenish or yellow mucus;
bloody sputum happens on occasion
Fever with shaking chills
Sharp or stabbing chest pain worsened by
deep breathing or coughing
Rapid, shallow breathing
Shortness of breath

A deadly disease that resembles bubonic plague

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Isolation, Rest, and fluids.
Immediate infusion of Vancomycin
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Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Sakuro's Disease

An extremely rare disease that causes intense fever, Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
weakness, and death if not treated.
Rest, and fluids.
May use acetaminophen or
ibuprofen to reduce fever and help
with aches and pain. Use broad
spectrum antibiotic

Synthococcus Novae

A bacillus strain organism that is a by-product of
modern technology, it is treatable

Taggart's Syndrome

Taggart's Syndrome is a disorder that can kill a
Incurable disease, treatment is
person by the age of twenty in all cases if untreated. supportive and centers around
If a person was not dead by the age it was an
Rigelian gene therapy.
obvious indication that they were using Rigelian
gene therapy.

Tellerian Death Syndrome

A disease that causes cellular decay, symptoms
include dizziness, blurred vision & palpitations

Terrellian Plague

Thymic Sclerosis

The Terrellian plague is a devastating viral
infection, renowned for the excruciating discomfort
its victims suffer.
The first symptoms of Terrellian plague is a minor
headache, shortly later the symptoms become much,
much worse.
Thymic sclerosis is a nonfatal disease that affects
Denobulans.
The pathology of Pa'nar Syndrome is similar to
Thymic Sclerosis. The disease affects all strata of
Denobulan society, and that there has been little
success in finding a treatment

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rest, and fluids.
May use acetaminophen or
ibuprofen to reduce fever and help
with aches and pain. Use broad
spectrum antibiotic

Curable in earlier stages. Treatment
surrounds use of Genericillian to
fight bacterium and Intropinamine
for Neurogenic shock secondary to
synaptic decay.
Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rest, and fluids.
May use acetaminophen or
ibuprofen to reduce fever and help
with aches and pain in advanced
cases may need to use stronger pain
killer. Use antiviral medication
No treatment available. Use
supportive care
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Lesson 2: Neurological Diseases/Conditions

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Albright-Salzman
Syndrome

Neurological disease affecting Humans. Its
symptoms include dizziness and double vision.

Incurable. Treatment centers around
Mechlinazine at anticholinergic
doses (100mg)

Andorian Shingles

A disease native to Andorians, but likely to be
contracted by other species. Among its symptoms
are bleeding of the eyes.

Antiviral medication, Dermaline gel
for rash, fluids, painkiller and rest.

Andronesian Encephalitis

A disease transmitted by airborne particles.

Labs: CBC, Met Panel.
Rest, and fluids. Antibiotics

Bendii Syndrome

A rare disease that affects elderly Vulcans, causing
gradual loss of emotional control.

Incurable , may be treated to slow
progression of the disease with the
use of Galaxtamine

Clarke's Disease

Clarke's Disease (also called Clarke's Syndrome) is
a progressive, degenerative disorder of the Human
brain. Symptoms include hallucinations and (in the
terminal stage) severe pain. The disorder is
ultimately fatal.

Incurable

Darnay's Disease

A deadly ailment that attacks the brain and nervous
system of its victims

Incurable, supportive care for
symptoms

Forrester Trent Syndrome

A very rare degenerative neural disease that when
untreated causes paralysis and even death

May be treated with Galaxtamine
and Intropinamine. Supportive care
with antiesiezure drugs

Lacunar Amnesia

A type of amnesia that occurs when a patient
witnesses an act of violence so terrible that the
patient rejects the reality of the situation

May be treated with Memory-Beta

Pa'nar Syndrome

Pa'nar Syndrome is a Vulcan neural disease that
Syndrome is cured by a meld
results in the degradation of the synaptic pathways. performed by an experienced
It also affects the endocrine and immune systems. It melder.
is caused by a disruption of neuroelectric impulses
during Vulcan mind melds performed by a Vulcan
who has been improperly trained.

T'lokan Schism

The breakdown of mental synapses in Vulcans
caused by surfacing of repressed memories

No known treatment may be able to
slow the breakdown of synapses
with Galaxtamine

Tuvan syndrome

A degenerative, neurological disease which affects
mainly Vulcans, and Rigellians. In the very early
stages, the patient's eyelids are slightly displaced,
facial muscles are weakened, and respiration is
irregular. Loss of motor skills occurs in 10-15
years; life expectancy is 20-25 years. In less than
5% of cases, the disease can accelerate without
warning

Incurable

An affliction in mature Betazoids that causes them
to project their emotional states onto others

Use an antiviral agent

Xanthi Fever
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Lesson 3: Blood Diseases/Conditions

Disease/ Description
Condition
Choriocytosis

Virus affecting the ability of blood cells to carry
oxygen to the body's organs. It is known to affect
Humans and Vulcans.

Eosinophilia

An abnormally high count of serum eosinophils, a
type of humanoid white blood cell

Polycythemia

An affliction that causes an abnormal increase in
red blood cells

Treatment/
Cure
Virus is controlled by the
administration of Strobolin

Corticosteroids and Interferon
Incurable. Treatment surrounds
taking a pint of blood every other
day until the hematocrit reaches a
normal level. Then blood is
removed every few months as
needed to maintain the hematocrit at
a normal level.
May need drugs to suppress
production of red blood cells and
platelets. Hydroxyurea may be used

Symbalene Blood Burn

Xenopolycethemia

Symbalene blood burn is a deadly and extremely
Immediate infusion of Vancomycin,
contagious disease that can kill a Human in a few
Cooling blankets to reduce body
minutes. The pathogen causes the vascular lining to temperature
literally boil away. Initial symptoms include a
critical rise in body temperature and blood pressure,
followed by extreme pain in the extremities, rupture
of capillaries, and death

A disease characterized by an abnormal
proliferation of red blood cells that cause various
symptoms, including weakness, fatigue, enlarged
spleen, and pain in the extremities

Incurable. Treatment surrounds
taking a pint of blood every other
day until the hematocrit reaches a
normal level. Then blood is
removed every few months as
needed to maintain the hematocrit at
a normal level.
May need drugs to suppress
production of red blood cells and
platelets. Hydroxyurea may be used
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Lesson 4: Female Diseases/Conditions

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Anaprolean Fever

Xindi disease. Effects fetus of unborn Xindi

Incurable

Betazoid Phase

Acute physiological phase that all Betazoid and
Supportive care
half-Betazoid females enter during mid-life, similar
to Human menopause. It is only during "the Phase"
that a Betazoid female becomes fully sexual as the
sex drive of the female in question quadruples or
more.

Lesson 5: Temporal Diseases/Conditions

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Interspatial Parasite

The interspatial parasite is an organism from the
Sphere Builders' transdimensional realm.
The parasites enter the brain through a spatial
anomaly and inhibit synaptic functions, causing
anterograde amnesia.

The only way to destroy the
parasites is a subspace implosion.

Temporal Narcosis

Delirium produced by exposure to a temporal
disturbance

Sedatives and in rare cases memory
blockers

Temporal Psychosis

Temporal psychosis is an illness affecting the
Chlorazine, sedatives and in rare
nervous system, causing irrational behavior. The
cases Crediline to reorient the
use of a temporal transporter to "recruit" an
patient to their time period
individual from his/her original timeline more than
three times leads to an increased risk of temporal
psychosis. Sensory aphasia is an early warning sign
of potential temporal psychosis.
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Lesson 6: Transporter Diseases/Conditions

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Transporter Psychosis

Chlorazine, sedatives

Transporter Shock

A rare medical disorder caused by a breakdown of
neurochemical molecules during transport
Transporter shock is a condition that affects a
person after a difficult transport. Transporter shock
causes disorientation, but typically wears off
quickly.

Mild sedative and rest.
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Emergency Medicine 205
Course Overview:
This course will cover the basics of Emergency and Field Medicine, along with assessment and
treatment.
Lesson 1: Scene Assessment
It is critical that you avoid the natural urge to rush into a scene and immediately begin providing
patient care. This behavior can lead to "tunnel vision" and you may overlook safety precautions
and the need for additional assistance.
Scene assessment is essential for 2 critical reasons:
1. Safety issues that could endanger the lives of the care givers (if you die then who’s going
to render aid). Use extreme caution when entering a battle zone.
2. Vital information that can help you diagnose and treat your patient it may offer clues to
the nature and seriousness of the patient’s injuries
Important points to remember in scene assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scene safety issues.
Use of body substance isolation precautions.
Mechanism of injury
Nature of illness
Number of patients
Need for additional help

Establish a Danger Zone:
•
•
•

With no apparent hazards, the danger zone should extends at least 50' in all directions
With a fire scene the danger zone is at least 100' in all directions even if the fire is small.
When a hazardous material is involved, the danger zone is at least 100' in all directions

Control:
•

Immediately on entering the scene, you should establish medical control. Chaos is
common at an emergency scene. However; if this is an unsafe environment or a battle
zone then you must comply with the orders of the scene commander.
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Lesson 2: Primary Assessment (includes airway management, shock and fluid therapy)
The primary assessment is an orderly and sequential examination of the patient to identify and
correct immediate life-threatening injuries or conditions and determine the patient’s priority (see
triage).
This initial examination involves finding and correcting life threatening issues to the airway,
breathing, and circulation. This is commonly referred to as the ABC’s. The primary assessment
is the same for both trauma and medical patients.
(A) Airway
(B) Breathing
Expertise in airway management is essential. Maintaining a patent airway is essential for
adequate oxygenation and ventilation and failure to do so, even for a brief period of time, can be
life threatening.
Assess whether the patient is breathing, or having difficulty breathing. Follow the look, listen
and feel method.
• Look for the person's chest to rise and fall.
• Listen for the sounds of inhaled or exhaled air.
• Feel for exhaled air by putting your ear near the patient's mouth.
Patient is not breathing and does not have a pulse
•

Begin CPR

•

Manage Airway

Patient is not breathing or is having difficulty
breathing and has a pulse
• Open the airway by gently lifting the chin,
which moves the jaw forward and tilts the head
backward. This allows air to enter through the
nose and mouth into the lungs. If the patient has
suffered a cervical trauma use the Jaw thrust
method to open the airway (use thumbs to
physically push the posterior (back) aspects of
the mandible upwards)
•

•
•
Continuously reassess airway.

Remove object and suction secretions which
may be obstructing airway
Begin rescue breathing if patient is still not
breathing on their own
Manage Airway
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Airway Management
Oropharyngeal airway (OPA):
An airway adjunct used to maintain a patent (open) airway. It does this by preventing the tongue
from partially or completely blocking the epiglottis, which could prevent the patient from
breathing. When a patient becomes unconscious, the muscles in their jaw relax and may allow
the tongue to obstruct the airway; the tongue is the most common cause of a blocked airway.

Indication:
Oropharyngeal airways are usually indicated for the unconscious patient, because there is a high
probability that the device would stimulate a conscious patient's gag reflex. This could cause the
patient to vomit and potentially lead to an obstructed airway.
Note: Nasopharyngeal airways are mostly used when the patient has a gag reflex, due to the fact
that it can be used on a conscious patient, whereas the oropharyngeal cannot.
Insertion:
The correct size OPA is chosen by measuring against the patient's head (from the earlobe to the
corner of the mouth). The airway is then inserted into the patient's mouth upside down. Once
contact is made with the back of the throat, the airway is rotated 180 degrees, allowing for easy
insertion, and assuring the tongue is secured.
An alternative method for insertion, the method that is recommended for OPA use in children
and infants, involves holding the tongue forward with a tongue depressor and inserting the
airway right side up.
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Nasopharyngeal Airway (NPA):
A type of airway adjunct, it is a tube that is designed to be inserted into the nasal passageway to
secure an open airway. When a patient becomes unconscious, the muscles in the jaw commonly
relax and can allow the tongue to slide back and obstruct the airway. The purpose of the flared
end is to prevent the device from becoming lost inside the patient's head.

Indication:
These devices are used in situations where an artificial form of airway maintenance is necessary
but it is impossible or unadvised to use an oropharyngeal airway, the preferred type of airway
adjunct. In an unconscious patient, suction of the upper airways may also be applied via an NPA.
Note: Insertion of an NPA is contraindicated in patients with severe head or facial injuries, or
have evidence of a basal skull fracture (Battle's sign, Raccoon eyes, cerebrospinal fluid/blood
from ears, etc.) due to the possibility of direct intrusion upon brain tissue.

Insertion:
The correct size airway is chosen by measuring the device on the patient: the device should reach
from the patient's nostril to the earlobe or the angle of the jaw. The outside of the tube is
lubricated with a water-based lubricant so that it enters the nose more easily. The device is
inserted until the flared end rests against the nostril.
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Intubation:
The placement of a flexible plastic tube into a patient’s trachea to protect the airway and to
provide a means of mechanical ventilation.
Endotracheal Tube Intubation:
This method is still the gold standard in airway care and provides the highest level of protection
when moving a casualty, against vomiting and regurgitation, and from upper airway and
maxilofacial hemorrhage.
Indications:
•

Unconscious or intoxicated patients who are unable to protect their airway, in such
patients the throat muscles may lose tone so the upper airway may obstruct or collapse
and air cannot easily enter into the lungs. Furthermore, protective airway reflexes such as
coughing and swallowing, may be absent. With tracheal intubation, airway patency is
restored and the lower airways can be protected from aspiration.

• General anesthesia. In anesthetized patients spontaneous respiration may be decreased or
absent due to the effect of anesthetics. To enable mechanical ventilation, an endotracheal
tube is often used.

• Patients who require respiratory support, including cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Insertion:
•

With the assistance of a laryngoscope, an endotracheal tube is passed through the mouth,
larynx, and vocal cords, into the trachea. A bulb is then inflated near the distal tip of the
tube to help secure it in place and protect the airway from blood, vomit, and secretions.
To ensure that it you did in fact correctly insert the tube. Check for direct visualization of
the tube passing through the vocal cords, clear and equal bilateral breath sounds on
auscultation of the chest, equal bilateral chest rise with ventilation, fogging of the tube
and an absence of stomach contents in the tube. The tube is secured in place with tape or
an endotracheal tube holder.
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Esophageal Tracheal Combitube Intubation:
The Combitube consists of a cuffed, double-lumen tube that is inserted into the patient's airway
facilitating ventilation. Inflation of the cuff allows the device to function similarly to an
endotracheal tube and usually closes off the esophagus, allowing ventilation and preventing
reflux of gastric contents.

Double Lumen
Indications:
•

Pre-hospital setting, similar indications as Endotracheal intubation

Insertion:
•

Intubation with the Combitube is a blind insertion airway device. The simplicity of
placement is the main advantage of the Combitube over endotracheal intubation. When
intubating with a traditional endotracheal tube, care must be taken to visually ensure that
the tube has been placed in the trachea while the dual-lumen design of the Combitube
allows for ventilation to proceed regardless of esophageal or tracheal placement.

Generally, the tube enters the esophagus and ventilation is provided through tube number one. In
the rare instance where the Combitube intubates the trachea, ventilation is provided through tube
number two while tube one is clamped.
It is seldom used outside of the pre-hospital, emergency setting.
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Cricothyrotomy:
An emergency incision through the skin and cricothyroid membrane to secure a patient's airway
during certain emergency situations, such as an airway obstruction, or major facial trauma which
have prevented the insertion of an endotracheal tube.
This technique is considered easier and faster than a tracheotomy, but is only used when oral or
nasal intubation is not possible.
This procedure is only a temporary airway for life-saving situations. It is not suitable for
prolonged ventilation due to its small size. A definitive airway (tracheotomy or endotracheal
intubation) must be performed later in the sickbay.
Using a Cricothyroid Unit:
The most common method is to use a specialized self contained cricothyroid unit. This appears
as a short fat rectangle aproximately 3cm thick with a vent tube aperture on one side and a
protected needle/dilator and short tube with cuff on the other.
1. Prep the skin and position the unit directly above the cricothyroid membrane
2. Once in position push the button adjacent to the tube aperture. This will force the needle
and dilator to puncture the skin and allow the enclosed tube to descend.
3. Inflate the cuff through the attached port and secure the tube
4. Provide ventilation via a bag-valve device with the highest available concentration of
oxygen
Traditional Cricothyrotomy Procedure:
1. With a laser scalpel, create a 1 cm vertical incision through the skin and the cricothyroid
membrane
2. Open the hole by inserting the scalpel handle into the wound and rotating 90 degrees or
by using a clamp
3. Insert a 6 or 7 mm Internal Diameter tracheotomy tube or endotracheal tube
4. Inflate the cuff and secure the tube
5. Provide ventilation via a bag-valve device with the highest available concentration of
oxygen
Determine if ventilation was successful (bilateral auscultation and observing chest rise and fall)
No attempt should be made to remove the tracheotomy or endotracheal tube in a pre-hospital
setting
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Tracheotomy
A surgical procedure on the neck to open a direct airway through an incision in the trachea (the
windpipe).
Tracheotomy procedure
1. Skin incision between sternal notch and cricoid cartilage
2. Midline blunt dissection down to the trachea
3. Insertion of 14-gauge plastic cannula and needle with fluid filled syringe attached into
trachea. Aspiration of air confirms correct placement of the tip in the trachea.
4. Removal of needle leaving cannula in place.
5. Insertion of soft tipped guide wire into trachea through cannula.
6. Removal of cannula leaving guide wire in place.
7. Tracheal dilatation is now undertaken
8. Insert tracheotomy tube (with concomitant withdrawal of endotracheal tube if
appropriate), inflate cuff, secure with tape around neck or sutures.
9. Connect ventilator tubing.

1 - Vocal cords
2 - Thyroid cartilage
3 - Cricoid cartilage
4 - Tracheal cartilages
5 - Balloon cuff
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(C) Circulation
After “Airway” and “Breathing” comes “Circulation”. You should already have many clues
about your patient’s circulation, such as their level of consciousness and general appearance.
By this time, any severe external hemorrhage should be obvious. Apply direct pressure to any
bleeding wounds. This should also give you clues as to the presence of shock.
As the patient loses blood volume, they first become apprehensive and anxious then confused
and finally the patient becomes unresponsive as blood pressure further falls.
The extremities may be pale and cold due to blood vessel constriction as in hypovolemic shock,
or they may be bluish and mottled in cases of obstructive shock (such as tension pneumothorax,
or cardiac tamponade).
If a radial pulse can be felt, the systolic blood pressure is likely above 80. If no pulse is felt, start
CPR while looking for a reversible cause. (Trauma arrests are essentially fatal unless a rapidly
reversible cause is found — such as tension pneumothorax, tamponade, or exanguinating
hemorrhage.)
The blood pressure is not measured yet. Feel the pulses, and make a judgment on the adequacy
of circulation based on skin color, temperature, and pulse rate.
The physician should check the heart tones, and observes the rhythm on the monitor or scanner.
With the presence of poor perfusion inspect the neck veins for distention. If the patient is in
shock with no evidence of tension pneumothorax or cardiac tamponade, assume that the shock is
due to hemorrhage.
Stabilization
Stop any active external bleeding. Apply pressure directly over the wound area.
Stabilize the circulation by placing two large-bore IV catheters in peripheral veins if on
scene or an infusion unit if in sickbay.
3. IV fluids (saline or lactated ringers). If there is clinical evidence of decreased perfusion,
begin infusion of fluids at the most rapid rate possible. Plan an initial fluid bolus of
around 10-20 mL per kg body weight. If significant shock persists after 2 liters of fluid
blood should be started.
1.
2.
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Assessing Shock
Shock
A serious, life-threatening medical condition characterized by a decrease in the flow of blood
(perfusion) that carries oxygen and nutrients around the body, reduced flow hinders the delivery
of these components to the tissues, and can stop the tissues from functioning properly. This
decrease in perfusion can reach a point at which it is inadequate to meet the bodies cellular
metabolic needs.
Types of shock and their corresponding signs and symptoms:
Hypovolemic Shock: Most common type of shock and based on the loss of fluid from the
circulation. Common causes include internal bleeding, traumatic bleeding, high output fistulae or
severe burns.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anxiety, restlessness, altered mental state due to decreased cerebral perfusion and
subsequent hypoxia (low oxygen)
Hypotension (low blood pressure) due to decrease in blood flow
A rapid, weak, thready pulse due to decreased blood flow combined with tachycardia
Cool, clammy skin due to blood vessel constriction
Rapid and shallow respirations due to sympathetic nervous system stimulation and
acidosis
Hypothermia (low body temperature) due to decreased perfusion and evaporation of
sweat
Thirst and dry mouth, due to fluid depletion
Fatigue due to inadequate oxygenation
Cold and mottled skin, especially extremities, due to insufficient perfusion of the skin

Cardiogenic Shock: Caused by the failure of the heart to pump effectively. This can be due to
damage to the heart muscle, most often from a large myocardial infarction. Other causes of
cardiogenic shock may include arrhythmias.
Cardiogenic shock is similar to hypovolemic shock but in addition:
•
•
•

Distended jugular veins due to increased jugular venous pressure
Weak or absent pulse
Arrhythmia, often tachycardic
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Septic Shock: Caused by an overwhelming systemic infection resulting in vasodilation leading
to hypotension (systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg or a reduction of 40 mm Hg from baseline)
despite adequate fluid resuscitation along with the presence of perfusion abnormalities.
Septic shock, similar to hypovolemic shock except in the first stages:
•
•
•
•
•

Fever
Systemic vasodilation resulting in hypotension
Warm and sweaty skin due to vasodilation
Reduced contractility of the heart[1]
Diffuse capillary damage in the lung

Anaphylactic Shock: Caused by a severe anaphylactic reaction which causes widespread
vasodilation (blood vessel dilation), leading to hypotension.
•
•
•
•

Skin eruptions and large welts
Localized edema, especially around the face
Weak and rapid pulse
Breathlessness and cough due to narrowing of airways and swelling of the throat

Neurogenic Shock: The rarest form of shock. It is caused by trauma to the spinal cord resulting
in the sudden loss of autonomic and motor reflexes below the injury level. Without stimulation
by sympathetic nervous system the vessel walls relax uncontrolled, resulting in a sudden
decrease in peripheral vascular resistance, leading to vasodilation and hypotension.
Neurogenic shock is similar to hypovolemic shock except in the skin's characteristics:
•
•

Skin is warm and dry or
A clear sweat line exists, above which the skin is diaphoretic (excessive sweating).

Treatment:
The objectives of first aid care in shock are to improve circulation of the blood, to ensure an
adequate supply of oxygen and to maintain normal body temperature.
Give urgent first aid to eliminate causes of shock, such as cessation or difficulty breathing,
hemorrhaging and severe pain.
Keep the patient lying - The victim's position must be based on their injuries. Generally, the most
satisfactory position for the injured person will be lying down, to improve blood circulation. If
injuries of the neck or lower spine are suspected, secure the C-spine and do NOT move the
patient unless it is necessary to protect them from further injury or to provide urgent first aid
care.
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Keep them covered; however only enough to prevent loss of body heat. Do not add extra heat,
because raising the surface temperature of the body is harmful to shock victims. Heat draws the
diverted blood supply back to the skin from the more vital organs, thus robbing them of critically
needed blood.

A victim in shock may improve with their feet raised 8 to 12 inches so they are higher than the
head (This is called Trendelenburg position). This position helps to improve blood flow from the
lower extremities. If in doubt as to whether the victim's feet should be raised, keep the victim
flat. If they have increased difficulty in breathing or experiences additional pain after the feet are
raised, lower them again.
Correct the underlying issue and give fluids as required.
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Fluid Therapy
The basic objective of fluid therapy and resuscitation is to restore the volume and composition of
the body fluids to normal with respect to water and electrolyte balance.
Total Body Water (TBW) constitutes about 60% of the body weight in males and about 50% in
females. Approximately 2/3 of this is Intracellular Fluid (ICF) and 1/3 is Extracellular fluid
(ECF). Of the ECF 75% is interstitial fluid (Fluid surrounding the cells in body tissues; provides
a path through which nutrients, gases, and wastes can travel between the capillaries and the cells)
and 25% is plasma. Changes in the ECF volume are dictated by the net gain or loss of sodium
and the accompanying gain or loss of water.
Causes of ECF Depletion:
• Vomiting and Diarrhea
• Nasogastric suctioning
• Renal disease
• Blood loss
• Sequestering of fluid (burns, pancreatitis)
Fluid Categories:
Crystalloid Solution: Solutions that contain electrolytes and nonelectrolytes which will diffuse
into all body fluid compartments. Examples are Normal Saline, D5W and Lactated Ringer's
solution.
Colloid Solution: Colloids contain larger insoluble molecules and are important in capillary
fluid dynamics because they are the only constituents which are effective at exerting force across
the wall of the capillaries for use as a plasma volume expander. This is because colloids have a
pressure similar to plasma permitting replacement of plasma volume without distribution to other
fluid compartments.
Route of Administration
Fluids may be given orally or through Intravenous therapy or IV therapy. This simply means the
giving of liquid substances directly into a vein. The word intravenous simply means "within a
vein".
The most common way to give a patient fluids is to use a Fluid/Plasma Infusion Unit. If not
available then you can fall back to the archaic method of setting up a peripheral IV. This consists
of a short catheter (a few centimeters long) inserted through the skin into a peripheral vein (any
vein that is not inside the chest or abdomen). This is usually in the form of a cannula-over-needle
device, in which a flexible plastic cannula comes mounted on a metal trocar (needle). Once the
tip of the needle and cannula are located in the vein the trocar is withdrawn and discarded and
the cannula advanced inside the vein to the appropriate position and secured. Blood may be
drawn at the time of insertion. An IV tube set can then be attached to the cannula and the
appropriate fluid infused
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Fluid Name Description
D5W

Crystalloid: A solution of 5% dextrose
in water.
1. Provides calories for some
metabolic needs
2. Supplies body water for hydration
3. Spares body protein by providing
carbohydrate for metabolism

Lactated Ringers (LR)

Crystalloid: A solution containing
isotonic concentrations of electrolytes
(with or without dextrose) in water

Indication/
Contraindication
Indication
1. Adult I.V. solution to keep vein open.
2. Vehicle for mixing medications for I.V.
delivery
Contraindications
1. Patients at risk for increased
Intracranial Pressure I.C.P.
2. Patients who have an acute
neurological dysfunction
3. Hypovolemic states
4. Elevated blood glucose concentrations
Indication
1. Lactated Ringer's solution is often used
for fluid resuscitation after a blood loss
due to trauma, surgery, or a burn injury
Contraindications
1. Not suitable for maintenance therapy
because the sodium content is
considered too high, whereas the
potassium content is too low, in view
of electrolyte daily requirement
The intravenous dose of lactated Ringer's
solution is usually calculated by estimated
fluid loss and presumed fluid deficit. For fluid
resuscitation the usual rate of administration is
20 to 30 ml/kg body weight/hour

Normal Saline (NS)

Crystalloid: Sterile solution of sodium
chloride

Indication
1. Frequently used for supplying extra
water to a dehydrated patient or
supplying the daily water and salt
needs ("maintenance" needs) of a
patient who is unable to take them by
mouth
2. Used with blood transfusions,
hypovolemia (decreased blood
volume), and burn victims
Contraindications
1. None known
The amount of normal saline infused is
dependent upon the age, weight and clinical
condition of the patient as well as laboratory
determinations
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Fluid Name Description
Voluspan

Synthetic Blood

Colloid: HetaStarch and
NACL Water. Packaged in 500 mL
containers

Human: O negative (universal donor
group) blood made from embryonic
stem cells
Andorian: N (universal donor group)
blood made from embryonic stem cells
Denobulan: L negative (universal
donor group) blood made from
embryonic stem cells
Vulcan S negative (universal donor
group) blood made from embryonic
stem cells

Indication/
Contraindication
Indication
1. Treatment of severe hypovolemia. It
is not a substitute for red blood cells
or coagulation factors in plasma
Contraindications
1. Allergy or hypersensitivity to
hydroxyethyl starch
2. Intracranial bleeding.
Max dose up to 50 mL per kg of body weight
per day
Indication
1. Emergency infection-free
transfusions
Note: Group specific blood should always be
used when available.
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Lesson 3: Secondary Assessment
After the primary assessment, the physician conducts a head-to-toe exam, obtains vital historical
data, and conducts needed scans and laboratory testing.
Obtain complete vital signs this includes:
• Blood Pressure
• Pulse Rate
• Respiratory Rate
• Temperature
Order laboratory test (CBC, Metabolic Panel, Blood Gases, Clotting Studies, and Type &
Crossmatch., Urinalysis), and basic x-rays (C-spine, chest, and pelvis)
Note: Further x-rays are best “grouped” and ordered after the secondary survey.

History:
The medical history must include events (and mechanism) of injury, medical history (including
medications), allergies, and last meal. When this information can’t be given by the patient, it
must be sought from witnesses.
Physical Exam
The head-to-toe physical exam is part of the secondary survey. Interrupt the exam to manage any
potentially life-threatening problems you discover. As with the primary survey, the exam portion
of the secondary survey is “targeted” to discover specific information.
Because the many exam findings in a multiply-injured patient can be overwhelming, the
physician should approach the exam of as a series of questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Is there obvious injury? If so, record the type and location of each
Is there tenderness? This information guides the x-ray ordering
Are the pulses intact? This screens for vascular injury
Is skin sensation intact? This screens for neurological or vascular injury
Is there limitation of motion?

1.

Scalp:
•
•
•
•

Inspect for lacerations, bruises, and tenderness
Test the facial bones for instability
Check the eyes for foreign bodies and direct injuries
Check the eardrums for rupture or blood
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2.

Neck:
• Check for swelling, hematomas
• Palpate the larynx for stability

3.

Chest:
• Reexamine the chest for tenderness as well as symmetry of breath sounds and
chest wall motion
• The heart exam should screen for new murmurs and muffled heart tones. Heart
tones may be muffled and the point of maximal impulse (PMI) may be absent or
displaced, in pneumothorax

4.

Abdomen:
• Examine the abdomen for distention, bowel sounds, and tenderness. Within the
first hour or two of trauma, guarding and rebound sensitivity will usually NOT be
present. The examiner relies on the initial location of tenderness to differentiate
between various organ injuries

5.

Pelvis:
• Palpate the flanks for tenderness and fullness
• Compress the pelvis to elicit tenderness
• Check the integrity of the pubic symphysis
• Evaluate the scrotum and perineum for hematomas and swelling.
• Do a rectal exam, noting any blood

6.

Extremities:
•
•
•
•

Inspect and palpate all extremities for deformity, swelling, and skin injuries
Check all peripheral pulses,
Test motor function and skin sensation, if the patient’s level of consciousness
allows
Log-roll the patient so the back can be examined. Every inch of the patient is
viewed and palpated

7. Special Procedures
•
•
Note:

Imaging scan of the brain
Imaging scan of the abdomen and pelvis

A patient who is in shock with a grossly positive peritoneal lavage doesn’t need an
abdominal scan. they need surgery.
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Lesson 4: Triage
Triage is the process of sorting people based on their acuity and need for immediate medical
treatment as compared to their chance of survival and benefiting from such care. Triage is done
when limited medical resources must be allocated to maximize the number of survivors. It is a
dynamic process that is done and redone as new casualties enter the sickbay or other makeshift
medical facility. Reassessment is crucial in that patient acuity levels may change. A patient that
initially presents with a seemingly minor injury may ‘crash’ rapidly and be reassigned a new
acuity level.

Priority
Medical Acuity
% Chance for
Survival

1
Severely Injured
Reasonable with
immediate emergency
intervention

2
Moderately Injured
Good even with a
short delay in
treatment

3
Minor Injuries
Excellent

4
Severely Injured
Limited – None even
with immediate
emergency intervention
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Lesson 5: Fractures
Treatment of fractures aims to align the bone in a process called reduction. To this end, a
fractured limb is usually immobilized with a cast or splint which holds the bones in position and
immobilizes the joints above and below the fracture. When the initial post-fracture edema or
swelling goes down, the fracture may be placed in a removable brace. If being treated with
surgery, surgical nails, screws, plates and wires are used to hold the fractured bone together more
directly. Alternatively, fractured bones may be treated by the form of an external fixator.

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Avulsion Fracture

Ligament or tendon attached to a bone pulls away
part of the bone.

Osteo Stimulator for bone. If the
fracture is small, it is usually
sufficient to treat with rest and
support bandage, but in more severe
cases surgery may be required.
Ice and anti-inflammatory agents
may also be used

Comminuted Fracture

Bone is broken into more than two pieces or is
crushed. At least three separate pieces of bone must
be present for a fracture to be classified as
comminuted.

Osteo Stimulator for bone. If the
fracture is uncomplicated, it is
usually sufficient to treat with
immobilization such as a cast, but in
more severe cases internal fixation
surgery may be required. Ice and
pain medication, and antiinflammatory agents may also be
used

Complicated Fracture

Broken bone has damaged vital organs or major
blood vessels

Osteo Stimulator for bone. Bone
will need to be aligned and casted
or surgically aligned.
Damage to organ or blood supply
will need to be accessed and
corrected.

Complete Fracture

Bone has broken into two pieces.

Osteo Stimulator for bone. If the
fracture is uncomplicated, it is
usually sufficient to treat with
immobilization such as a cast, but in
more severe cases internal fixation
surgery may be required. Ice and
pain medication, and antiinflammatory agents may also be
used
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Disease/ Description
Condition
Open Fracture

Bone has broken through the skin

Treatment/
Cure
Osteo Stimulator for bone. If the
fracture is uncomplicated, it is
usually sufficient to treat with
immobilization such as a cast, but in
more severe cases internal fixation
surgery may be required.
The skin will need to be sutured
closed and the patient treated for
possible infection with antibiotics
Ice, pain medication, and antiinflammatory agents may also be
used

Pathological Fracture

Bone broken due to being weak from a tumor has
grown into the bone

Osteo Stimulator for bone. Laser
scapel to remove tumor or another
treatment. Other devices and drugs
as needed to restore surrounding
tissue and underlying pathological
cause.
If the fracture is uncomplicated, it is
usually sufficient to treat with
immobilization such as a cast, but in
more severe cases internal fixation
surgery may be required.

Single Fracture

Bone is broken in one place.

Osteo Stimulator for bone. If the
fracture is small, it is usually
sufficient to treat with
immobilization, but in more severe
cases surgery may be required.
Ice and anti-inflammatory agents
may also be used

Stress Fracture

A stress fracture occurs as a result of overuse.
Because of repeated use, the bone becomes weak
and cannot absorb the shock that is put on it. It is
common in the lower leg or foot.

Osteo Stimulator for bone. If the
fracture is uncomplicated, it is
usually sufficient to treat with
immobilization such as a cast, but in
more severe cases internal fixation
surgery may be required. Ice and
pain medication, and antiinflammatory agents may also be
used
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Disease/ Description
Condition
Trophic Fracture

Bone has broken as a result of nutritional
deficiencies

Treatment/
Cure
Osteo Stimulator for bone. Drugs
and treatment as needed to correct
the nutitional deficiencies.
If the fracture is uncomplicated, it is
usually sufficient to treat with
immobilization such as a cast, but in
more severe cases internal fixation
surgery may be required. Ice and
pain medication, and antiinflammatory agents may also be
used

Clavicle Fracture

The clavicle, also called the collarbone, is the bone Treatment of clavicle fractures most
over the top of your chest, between your breastbone commonly involves
(sternum) and shoulder blade (scapula).
sling and swath
Clavicle fractures are common injuries, and they
can occur different ways. Some patients fall on an
outstretched hand; others fall and hit the outside of
their shoulder. Broken collarbones can also occur
from a direct hit to the clavicle.

"figure-of-8" splint.

It is unusual for a clavicle fracture
to require surgery, and most often
an attempt at treatment in a sling is
made. Surgery is required in some
situations when either the skin is
broken or if the fracture is severely
displaced or shortened.
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Disease/ Description
Condition
Dislocated Bone

A dislocation is a separation of a bone where it
meets a joint. It is usually caused by a sudden
impact to the joint. This commonly occurs
following a blow, fall, or other trauma.
The shoulder is the joint most vulnerable to
dislocation

Treatment/
Cure
Specific treatment will be
determined by
•
•
•

Extent of the injury
Type of injury
Type of dislocation

All dislocations require immediate
medical attention since fractures can
1. Anterior Dislocation: The bone is forced
forward from the joint (most common type of also occur with dislocations.
dislocation)
Initial treatment of a dislocation
2. Posterior Dislocation: The bone is forced
includes R.I.C.E. (rest, ice,
backward from the joint
compression, and elevation).
3. Superior Dislocation: The bone is forced
Dislocations may reduce
upward from the joint (very rare)
spontaneously, meaning the bone
4. Inferior Dislocation: The bone is forced
ends may go back into place by
downward from the joint (very rare)
themselves. However, for those that
5. Subluxation: A partial or incomplete
do not go back into place, you will
dislocation
need to place the joint back into its
proper position so it will heal.
Dislocation Diagnosis:
By physical examination and Imaging Scan
Dislocation Reduction:
• Sedation to help the
muscles around the
dislocated joint relax, so
the joint can be put back
into place more easily
• Traction is applied to the
limb and it is rotated back
into position
• Imaging scan to confirm
reduction
• Ice and sling
Surgery may need to be preformed
especially in superior and inferior
dislocations. Surgery is aimed at
repairing torn and muscle and
ligament tissues surrounding in the
joint and restoring stability.
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Lesson 6: Traumatic Head Injuries

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Concussion

Usually caused by a blow to the head they can range
from minor to major, but they all share one common
factor — they temporarily interfere with the way
your brain works. They can affect memory,
judgment, reflexes, speech, balance and
coordination.
Concussions don't always involve a loss of
consciousness

Cerebral (Brain) Contusion

A form of traumatic brain injury, a bruise of the
If bruising only then rest is the best
brain tissue. Cerebral contusion can be associated
cure.
with multiple microhemorrhages, small blood vessel
leaks into brain tissue. Contusion occurs in 20–30%
of severe head injuries.

Epidural Hematoma

Head injury with bleeding between the inside of the
skull and the outer covering of the brain (called the
"dura"). The typical pattern of symptoms that
indicate an extradural hemorrhage is loss of
consciousness, followed by alertness, then loss of
consciousness again. But this pattern may NOT
appear in all people.
The most important symptoms of an extradural
hemorrhage are:
• Confusion
• Dizziness
• Drowsiness or altered level of alertness
• Enlarged pupil in one eye
• Headache (severe)
• Head injury or trauma followed by loss of
consciousness, an period of alertness, then
rapid deterioration back to
unconsciousness
• Nausea and/or vomiting
• Weakness of part of the body, usually on
the opposite side from the side with the
enlarged pupil.
The symptoms usually occur within minutes to
hours after a head injury and indicate an emergency
situation.

Rest is the best recovery technique.
For headaches, use acetaminophen
(Tylenol, others). Don't take aspirin,
ibuprofen and other antiinflammatory drugs, as these
medications can increase the risk of
bleeding.

Treatment includes imaging or
scanning as well as taking measures
to save the person's life, controlling
symptoms, and minimizing or
preventing permanent damage to the
brain.
Life support measures may be
required. Emergency surgery is
almost always necessary to reduce
pressure within the brain. This may
include drilling a small hole in the
skull to relieve pressure and allow
drainage of the blood from the
brain.
Large hematomas or solid blood
clots may need to be removed
through a larger opening in the skull
(craniotomy).
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Disease/ Description
Condition
Subdural Hematoma

A subdural haematoma (subdural hematoma) or
subdural hemorrhage is a form of traumatic brain
injury in which blood gathers within the inner
meningeal layer of the dura matter (the outer
protective covering of the brain). Usually resulting
from tears in veins that cross the subdural space,
The most important symptoms of a subdural
hemorrhage are:
* Confused speech
* Difficulty with balance or walking
* Headache
* Lethargy or confusion
* Loss of consciousness
* Nausea and vomiting
* Numbness
* Seizures
* Slurred speech
* Visusal disturbances
* Weakness

Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
(Bleed)

Bleeding into the subarachnoid space—the area
between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater
surrounding the brain. This may occur
spontaneously, usually from a ruptured cerebral
aneurysm, or may result from head injury.

Treatment/
Cure
Treatment includes imaging or
scanning as well as taking measures
to save the person's life, controlling
symptoms, and minimizing or
preventing permanent damage to the
brain.
Life support measures may be
required. Emergency surgery is
almost always necessary to reduce
pressure within the brain. This may
include drilling a small hole in the
skull to relieve pressure and allow
drainage of the blood from the
brain.
Large hematomas or solid blood
clots may need to be removed
through a larger opening in the skull
(craniotomy).

Treatment is by prompt
neurosurgery or radiologically
guided interventions with
medications and other treatments to
help prevent recurrence of the
bleeding and complications.

Symptoms of include a severe headache with a
rapid onset ("Worse headache I ever had"),
vomiting, confusion or a lowered level of
consciousness, and sometimes seizures.[1] The
diagnosis is generally confirmed with a scan of the
head, or occasionally by lumbar puncture.
Spinal Compression

Develops when the spinal cord is compressed by
bone fragments from a vertebral fracture, a tumor,
abscess, ruptured intervertebral disc or other lesion.
It is regarded as a medical emergency independent
of its cause, and requires swift diagnosis and
treatment to prevent long-term disability due to
irreversible spinal cord injury.
Diagnosis is by scanning or imaging the whole
spine

Treatment is to reduce edema
around the lesion and protect the
cord from injury
Surgery is indicated in localized
compression as long as there is
some hope of regaining function..
Postoperative radiation is delivered
within 2-3 weeks of surgical
decompression. is the mainstay of
treatment for malignant spinal cord
compression.
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Lesson 7: Chest Trauma / Injuries

Disease/ Description
Condition
Pneumothorax (Punctured
Lung)

A potential medical emergency wherein air or gas is
present in the pleural cavity. A pneumothorax can
occur spontaneously, or it can also occur as the
result of disease or injury to the lung, or due to a
puncture to the chest wall. A pneumothorax can
result in a collapsed lung,
Pneumothorax presents mainly as a sudden
shortness of breath, dry coughs, cyanosis (turning
blue) and pain felt in the chest, back and/or arms. In
penetrating chest wounds, the sound of air flowing
through the puncture hole may indicate
pneumothorax, hence the term "sucking" chest
wound.

Treatment/
Cure
Penetrating wounds (also known as
'sucking chest wounds') require
immediate coverage with an
occlusive dressing (an air- and
water-tight trauma dressing), field
dressing, or pressure bandage made
air-tight with petroleum jelly or
clean plastic sheeting. The sterile
inside of a plastic bandage
packaging is good for this purpose;
however in an emergency situation
any airtight material, even
cellophane can be used.
Decompressing the Chest in the
field.
1. Recognize the Pneumothorax.
The patient will be gasping.
Only one side of the chest will
be rising and falling. This is the
good side. The patient will be
pale/grey/blue, sweaty and
cold. Pulse will be weak and
thready. You may notice
engorged neck veins (JVD) and
the windpipe might be
displaced from the center to the
good chest side of the neck.
2. Expose the chest.
3. Feel for the space between the
2nd and 3rd rib in a line down
the chest from the middle of the
collar bone (2nd Intercostal
space, midclavicular line).
4. Cut the finger from a rubber
exam glove and stick through it
with an IV catheter large-bore
14-16 gauge) this will create a
flutter valve so the air can
escape while the lung reinflates
5. Plunge with force the sharp
end of the catheter into the
space located in step 3. Stay
close to the bottom rib (ideally,
you will brush past the top
edge). You will hear a rush of
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Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Pneumothorax (Punctured
Lung)
6.

air escape under pressure. This
is a good sign. The patient will
breathe easier, they will
become pink again,
Remove the needle and keep
the catheter in place. Secure it
to the chest.

Surgical Chest tube placement for
lung reexpansion.
A tube is inserted through the chest
wall into the pleural space and air is
extracted using a simple one way
valve or vacuum and a water valve
device. This allows the lung to reexpand within the chest cavity.
Pericardial Tamponade

Condition where there is compression of the heart
that occurs when blood or fluid builds up in the
space between the myocardium (the muscle of the
heart) and the pericardium (the outer covering sac
of the heart).
Signs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cardiac Arrest

Blood pressure may fall when the person
inhales deeply
Breathing may be rapid (faster than 12
breaths in an adult per minute)
Heart rate may be over 100 (normal is 60
to 100 beats per minute)
Heart sounds faint during examination
with a stethoscope
Neck veins may be abnormally extended
(distended) but the blood pressure may be
low
Peripheral pulses may be weak or absent

Management is by
pericardiocentesis. This involves the
insertion of a needle through the
skin and into the pericardium and
through the fifth intercostal space,
and aspirating fluid. Often, a
cannula is left in place during
resuscitation following initial
drainage so that the procedure can
be performed again if the need
arises. If facilities are available, an
emergency pericardial window may
be performed instead, during which
the pericardium is cut open to allow
fluid to drain. Following
stabilization of the patient, surgery
is provided to seal the source of the
bleed and mend the pericardium.

A cardiac arrest is the abrupt cessation of normal
CPR, including adjunctive measures
circulation of the blood due to failure of the heart to such as defibrillation, intubation
contract effectively
and drug administration
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Disease/ Description
Condition
Ventricular Fibrillation

A condition in which the heart's electrical activity
becomes disordered. When this happens, the heart's
lower chambers (The Ventricles) contract in a rapid,
unsynchronized way. The heart pumps little or no
blood.

Treatment/
Cure
Ventricular fibrillation must be
treated as an extreme emergency.
CPR must be started as soon as
possible—within a few minutes. It
must be followed by defibrillation
(an electrical shock delivered to the
chest), as soon as the defibrillator is
available. Antiarrhythmic drugs
may then be given to help maintain
the normal heart rhythm.
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Lesson 8: Burn Injuries

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

First Degree Burns

Burn limited to redness (erythema), a white plaque
and minor pain at the site of injury. These burns
involve only the epidermis. Most sunburns can be
included as first-degree burns.

If the skin is not broken, run cool
water over the burned area or soak
it in a cool water (NOT ICE
WATER) bath. Keep the area in the
bath for five minutes.
After flushing or soaking the burn
for several minutes, cover the burn
with Dermaline gel and a sterile
non-adhesive bandage or clean
cloth. Protect the burn from friction
and pressure. Ibuprophen
may be used to help relieve pain
and may also help reduce
inflammation and swelling.
Minor burns will usually heal
without further treatment.

Second Degree Burns

Burn that manifest as e redness (erythema) with
superficial blistering of the skin, Pain is dependent
on the level of nerve involvement. Second-degree
burns involve the superficial (papillary) dermis and
may also involve the deep (reticular) dermis layer.

Treatment is to reduce pain and
chances of infection. Keep the
affected part raised (in case or arms
or legs) to reduce swelling. Wash
smaller burns with antiseptic
cleanser. Cover the burn with
Dermaline gel and a dry non-stick
dressing such as a gauze. Leave the
bandage on for 24 hours. Such
woulds need to be dressed daily. Be
alert about signs of infection like
swelling, pus, increasing pain or
redness. Medicines like
acetaminophen, and ibuprofen
Do not put ice or ice water in the
burnt area as this may further
increase damage to the skin
If there are blisters do not burst
them as the burnt skin may develop
infection.
Do not put ointments, oil, butter,
grease or petroleum jelly on the
burn as this substances trap the heat
in and damage the tissues lying
deeper.
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Disease/ Description
Condition
Third Degree Burns

Burn that occur when the epidermis is lost with
damage to the subcutaneous tissue. Burn victims
will exhibit charring and extreme damage of the
epidermis. Third-degree burns result in scarring and
victims will also exhibit the loss of hair shafts and
keratin. These burns may require grafting.

Treatment/
Cure
Treatment for third-degree burns
will depend on the severity of the
burn. Burn severity is determined
by the amount of body surface area
that has been affected.
Treatment for third-degree burns
may include the following:
Cleaning and debriding (removing
dead skin and tissue from the
burned area). This procedure is
done as a surgical procedure.
• Intravenous (IV) fluids
containing electrolytes
• Antibiotics by intravenous
(IV) or by mouth
• Antibiotic ointments or
creams
• Pain medications
• Skin grafting (may be
required to achieve closure
of the wounded area)
• Functional and cosmetic
reconstruction
• Dermaline gel every 6
hours applied to burn
surface
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Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Full Thickness Burn

Severe burns that damage muscle, tendon, and
ligament tissue, thus result in charring and
catastrophic damage of the hypodermis.

Treatment for a full thickness burn
may need one or more of the
following:
Medicines:
• Antibiotics to treat or
prevent an infection
• Pain medicines
• Tetanus shot
• Dermaline gel
Surgery:
• Debridement: To clean and
remove objects, dirt, or
dead tissues from the
burned area.
• Escharotomy: An incision
(cut) along the eschar
(dead tissue or scab) is
made to decrease swelling.
This is usually done when
the arms, legs, or chest are
burned all the way around.
• Skin grafting: A patch of
skin is removed by surgery
from one area of the body.
The skin is transferred to
the burned or wounded
areas to help heal the
injury. Donor skin may
also be used.

Disruptor Burn

Moderate to severe 1st and 2nd degree burns caused
by the thermal Effects of a disrupter. Disrupters are
basically a type of directed energy weapon

Treatment for this type of burn will
depend on the severity. See
treatment for 1st degree and 2nd
degree burns.
With radiation burns it may take
longer to heal the wounds due to
impaired collagen formation
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Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Moderate to severe 1st and 2nd degree burns caused
by the thermal Effects of a phaser. Phasers are
basically lasers, but they have the beam set on a
pulsating frequency that can be specifically set to
interfere and interact with the wave pattern of any
molecular form. This is called "phasing" the beam
frequency

Treatment for a phaser burn will
depend on the severity. See
treatment for 1st degree and 2nd
degree burns.

Plasma Burn

Injury to the skin caused by exposure to plasma.
Moderate to severe 1st degree to Full Thickness
burns

Treatment for plasma burns will
depend on the severity. See
treatment for 1st degree through Full
Thickness burns.

Delta Radiation Exposure

Delta radiation is a type of radiation which can
cause severe neurological damage. They can also
leave the patient scarred and disfigured for life.

Treatment will depend on the
severity. See treatment for 1st
degree through Full Thickness
burns. Radiation poisoning may be
treated with Hyronalin or Kelotane

Phaser Burn

With radiation burns it may take
longer to heal the wounds due to
impaired collagen formation
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Everyday Medicine 206
Course Overview:
This course will cover the minor day to day injuries you can expect to see in your sickbay.

Lesson 1: Minor / Injuries

Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Cold

Runny nose, congestion, sore throat, fever, general
aches and pains.

Rest, plenty of fluids, decongestant,
analgesic (acetaminophen,
ibuprofen)

Headache

Divided in to 2 main categories:
Primary:
Migraine, Tension Type
Secondary:
Attributed to head and/or neck trauma, cranial or
cervical vascular disorder, substance or its
withdrawal, infection, or disorder of cranium, neck,
eyes, ears, nose, sinuses, teeth, mouth or other facial
or cranial structures

Acute headaches
Not all headaches require medical
attention, and most respond with
simple analgesia (acetaminophen or
ibuprofen).
May also try 100% oxygen at 15 L /
min
Chronic headaches
Analgesia (acetaminophen or
ibuprofen).
Relieve the underlying source of the
headache (infection, abscessed tooth
etc..)

Insomnia

Persistent difficulty falling asleep and/or staying
Insomnia may caused by another
asleep despite the opportunity. Insomnia is typically condition, side effects from
followed by functional impairment while awake.
medications, or a psychological
problem. It is important to identify
or rule out these issues before
deciding on the treatment for the
insomnia
Non-pharmacological
The strategies include attention to
sleep hygiene, stimulus control,
behavioral interventions, sleeprestriction therapy, and relaxation
therapy
Pharmacological
Sedative (short term use) monitor
patient closely
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Disease/ Description
Condition

Treatment/
Cure

Laceration

A cut that may be superficial or deep

Approximate the tissue edges and
use the Autosuture to close the
wound

Nausea

The sensation of unease and discomfort in the upper Symptomatic treatment for nausea
stomach. May be accompanied with an urge to
may include small portions of solid
vomit.
food. This is usually not easy, as
nausea is nearly always associated
with loss of appetite. If the patient is
dehydrated, rehydration with oral or
intravenous electrolyte solutions
may be required. Ingesting crushed
ice has also proven effective.

Motion Sickness

A condition in which there is disagreement between Meclinazine
visually perceived movement and the vestibular
system's sense of movement. Depending on the
cause it can also be referred to as Spacesickness

Sprain

A injury to ligaments that is caused by being
stretched beyond their normal capacity and possibly
torn. A muscular tear caused in the same manner is
referred to as a strain.

Initial treatment includes R.I.C.E.
(rest, ice, compression, and
elevation).
May give analgesics
The joint should be exercised again
fairly soon, in milder cases from 1
to 3 days after injury.

Vertigo

The sensation of spinning or swaying while the
body is actually stationary with respect to the
surroundings.. Transient vertigo can be caused by
inflammation of the inner ear due to the common
cold, influenza, and bacterial infections. If chronic
look for underlying cause (neuro work up)

Transient Vertigo:
May be relieved with Vertrazine.
Chronic Vertigo:
Treatment is specific for the
underlying cause of vertigo

Vomiting

AKA Emesis: The forceful expulsion of the
contents of one's stomach through the mouth

Treatment must center on the
underlying cause. May give
Meclinazine for protracted vomiting
must also consider fluid
replacement if patient is becoming
dehydrated.
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Surgery 207
Course Overview:
This course will cover the ways to bring surgical interventions into your post. This section is
sparse as it is really up to your imagination. There are many types of surgeries and the techniques that
they follow are numerous.

Lesson 1: Surgical Intervention
Isolate the area of Surgery you are to perform
•
•
•
•
•

Neurological (brain, spinal cord)
Thoracic (heart, Lungs)
Abdominal (stomach, liver gallbladder intestines, etc…)
Pelvic (urinary, reproductive)
Limb (aem, leg)

Research the muscles and organs involved
Write your post as either a:
• Surgical procedure
• Post operative report
Example of Surgical Procedure: Chest Tube Placement:

I waited while the corpsmen moved the patient from the stretcher and onto the surgical table and
activated the Steri-Field.
I knew I only had a few minutes at most to place the chest tube and get the patient breathing
normally.
As my hands entered the Steri-Field the tingling warmth of the radiation sterilized them.
Immediately I felt for my land marks between the 4th and 5th intercostal space.
“10 cc's of 2% lidocaine with epinephrine!” I yelled out to the corpsmen and watched as he
deftly infiltrated the area subcutaneously, giving the patient local analgesia.
I took the laser scalpel and made a 3cm incision parallel to the rib. Then taking the hemostats I
bluntly dissected down to the intercostal musculature and punctured through the parietal pleura.
Opening the clamp I could hear the immediate escape of air.
Within seconds I had pushed the chest tube into the pleural space and started suturing the tube in
place, while my corpsman plugged the free end of the tube to the chest drainage suction device.
“Look his chest is rising and falling symmetrically, Doc I think you did it.” The corpsman yelled.
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“Thanks,” I said as I placed my stethoscope on the patient’s chest. “Let’s get him packaged up
with petroleum gauze and 4x4's and into the imaging chamber to check tube placement.”
Example of Post Surgical Report: Chest Tube Placement:

Surgical Report: Patient Tanner
Patient is a 24 y/o human male who presented with left sided Tension Pneumothorax. Patient
also had decreased breath sounds to the left lung field and significant right-sided tracheal
deviation.

Surgical Procedure:
1. Patient was placed in surgical Steri-Field and prepped for throcotomy
2. Landmarks of the 4th and 5th Intercostal space were obtained

3. 10 cc's of 2% lidocaine with epinephrine were infiltrated subcutaneously for local
analgesia.
4. A 3m incision was made parallel to the rib with a laser scalpel
5. Hemostat was inserted and blunt dissection of the intercostal musculature was preformed
with puncture through the parietal pleura.
6. Opening the clamp 1-2 cm allowed evacuation of air from the pleural space
7. Chest tube was inserted and auto sutured in place
8. Tube was hooked to a chest drainage suction device
9. Patient began breathing symmetrically and breath sounds were detected in all lung fields
10. Imaging scan confirmed correct placement of tube
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